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Next Week

Disastrous

Senate Preparing to Fix Up Another Dose for New Mexico
WILL HOLD HORIRL SERVICE NEGOTIATIONS
STILL PENDING
and Arizona a Recent Plan to Pass Merely Act
to Authorize Constitutional Convention
Counties
Bernalillo
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Execution
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to Time.
Game and Fish Warden Thomas P.
Gable today applied to the district
court for a writ of alternative mandamus upon Territorial Auditor William G. Sargent, to compel the latter
to draw a warrant for an expenditure
incurred in the proposition to establish a territorial fish hatchery near
Santa Fe, for wnich $5,000 surplus
are available. The writ is returnable
on January 25 before Judge John R.
McFie. It is a test case, the amount
involved being only $2.00 for pipe
furnished by the Santa Fe Water and
Light Company. The game warden
maintains that the fact that the law
provides that the expense of the pro
motion of game and fish prorogation
and culture shall be met out of the
game protection fund authorizes the
expenditure of the surplus in that
fund for the erection of a territorial
fish hatchery and its maintenance.
Picture Gallery of Governors.
E. C. Burke has undertaken the
task of collecting portraits of the

territorial governors to
be reproduced in oil and fitted into
panels in the Capitol giving dates of
administration. He is succeeding in
securing pictures of eveery governor.
Governor Mills will be the
governor not counting the
three governors of the American occupation before the establishing of
the territorial form of government.
Notaries Public Appointed.
Acting Governor Nathan Jaffa today
appointed the following notaries public: Robert Byrnes of Havener, Curry county; Demetrio Quintana, Ledou,
Mora county.

.Traveling Auditor Charles V.
has just completed a compilation
of the revenues of the Territory during 1909 from all sources and by counties. It shows that during 1909, the
total income from taxes for all purposes and of other revenues from all
sources amounted to $3,079,646.08, or
about $10 per capita or between five
and six per cent on the total assessed valuation.
The following gives the income as
to sources:
Delinquent taxes for 1907 and prior
1908 taxes $1,051 002.50;
$131,428.91;
1909 taxes $1,062,375.52.
Liquor licenses $134,752,67.
Mercantile licenses $29,785.66.
Poll tax $40,352.z4.
Fines, bonds, etc., $16,488.59.
Pullman tax $1,243.25.
Common schools taxes $39,347.47.

Saf-for-d

County sales of bonds $344,477.52.
School district bonds $60,723.94.
Court house rent $1,453.28.
Normal Institute fees $2,948.64.
Miscellaneous $63,981.22.
District court clerks $3,737.82.

twenty-on- e

twenty-secon-

d

District Court.
In the district court before Judge
John R. McFie the Stevenson-Tru- e
case was up once more involving title
to small parcels of land in the Espa-nol- a

valley.

Forest reserves $29,718.37.
Artesian well tax $2,822.83.
Bond tax $5,236.70.
County settlements $57 768.95.
By counties the gross income wti
as follows:
Chaves $319,582.16; Bernalillo
$296,-366.S-

Colfax
Eddy
$252,765.27;
Grant $167,116.05; San
$182,855.49;
Miguel $150,715.78; Quay $142,189.27:
Union $130,606.45; Dona Ana
Otero $124,367.60; Santa Fe
$111,341.96; Socorro $109,949.63; Cur
Valencia $92,824.63;
ry $99,169.91;
Lincoln $92,041.72; Roosevelt $87 517.- 65; Guadalupe $85,766.20; Luna
Torrance $71,961.23; San Juan
Mora $58,968.17; McKin-le- y
$61,279.06;
$55,095.15; Rio Arriba $53,450.71
Taos $39,322.48;
Sierra $52,341.20;
Sandoval $33,931.63.
$127,-854.9-

1;

$80,-264.8-

Jan. 19. No new
Washington,
stars will be added to the American
flag before the summer of 1911 according to the plan under consideration in the Senate committee on territories. The program is said to have
the endorsement of President Taft. It
provides for reporting an entirely
new statehood bill for New Mexico
and Arizona. The Hamilton bill passed by the House is declared to be objectionable to the Senate committee
on two accounts: First, because it
does not provide for sufficient elapsed
time for the adoption of the constitution and the election of state officers
and members of the Senate and House
of Representatives. The other objection relates to the protection of the
public interests in relation to existing
and proposed land grants. It is pos
sible that an act will be passed mere
ly authorizing the territories to hold
a constitutional convention this fall.
New Mexican's Correspondent Still
Hopeful.
Special to the New Mexican.
Washington, D. C, Jan. 19. The
Senate committee on territories is
considering the statehood bill. It will
pass the Senate in the course of a
few days with several unimportant
amendments.'
Governor Curry last evening attended a reception to the judiciary at the
White House. He was in conference
today with Attorney General George
Wickersham on the New Mexico

the adoption of constitutions, but no
election for state officers and mem-berg of Congress could be held until
after the constitutions have heen an-proved bv the President and Congress.
effect of this provision will be
to permit the territories to hold con-- j
stitutional conventions and elections
for the adoption of the constitutions
during the present year, but the con- stitutions could not be ratified until
Congress meets next December. After
the ratification, state elections could
be held. Under the terms of the proposed senate bill the two territories
could not be possibly admitted before

$111,-341.9-
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m&n visitors from every Part ot New
Mexico and will be the most success- rul Masonlc event tnus rar neld ln tlie
ca"ital- The class ta dnS
higher
aesrees
" e me largest tuus iur
and the degree teams are working
every afternoon and evening so as to
have the secert work perfect and im
The reunion will begin
pressive.
Tuesday, January 25, and will continue Wednesday and Thursday. An
especially large delegation is expected from Roswell and the lower Pecos

'
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Berlin. Jan. 19. The government
has" decided in the event that an
e
aRreement on reciprocal trariffs
tween the United States and Germany
is not reached by February 7, when
the running arrangements expire, German's general tariff rates must, under
the law, be applied to American imports at present coining in under the
conventional tariff. One hundred and
twenty-sevearticles will be affected.
declarIt was, however,
ed today that tariff negotiations with
the United States have not been
broken off. An imperial consultative
board composed of manufacturers,
financiers and economists has been
summoned to meet on January 24, to
consider the trade position taken by
the United States. The newspapers
today note with some concern that
Germany is omitted from President
Taft's proclamation of yesterday of
countries to profit by the minimum
rates at the United States ports.
be-Th-

n

semi-official-

enter-departme-

VICIOUS ASSAULT ON
NEWSPAPER PHOTOGRAPHER.

Journalist Tried to Take

a Snap Shot
of Aged Financier on Way
to Prison.

,

Kansas City, Mo., Jan. 19. Arrival
here this morning of John R. Walsh,
the former Chicago banker, on his
way to Fort Leavenworth prison to
serve a sentence of five years, was
enlivened by a disaster that overtook
a newspaper photographer who was
t
the aged
attempting to
financier as he stepped from a train.
John W. Walsh, son of the prisoner,
saw the photographer as the latter
was raising his camera. Swinging
his suit case with tremendous force,
the young Chicagoan iiteraly mowed
down the newspaper men, driving mm
and his camera in a bunch against the
side of the sleeper. The photographer
fell in a heap, while his camera went

,

j

j
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PUBLIC HEALTH

snap-sho-

Jan. 19. John
Spokane. Wash.
Towhy, millionaire railroad contractor
of Spokane, said in an interview that
the coming year will be marked by
the large amount of construction work
to be undertaken in the Inland Em- pire and Pacific northwest by the Hill,
Union Pacific, the Milwaukee and flying a. dozen feet away.
I
Convict No. 6864.
Strahorn intterests, adding:
Jan. I'd John R.
Leavenworth,
"Eastren Washington and Oregon,
convicted
Walsh
the
Chicago banker
north and central Idaho, also parts of
federal penitentiary
at
the
arrived
in
Montana, the boundary country
here shortly after noon today, and
British Columbia and other districts
his sentence of five
in the northwest will see a lot of new began serving
His number as a convict will
years.
work and a large amount of better- be 6864.
ment of the vigorous systems, such as
the reduction of grades and the elimi TEXAS COMMERCIAL CONGRESS
nation of curves.
TO BE ORGANIZED.
"The Chicago, Milwaukee & Paget
Sound Railway Company will also do will Be
considerable new work in eastern
Organization to Promote
and northern Idaho, much
fare of State.
of it beinir in and near Spokane,
San Antonio, Texas, Jan. 19. At a
where the Milwaukee is arranging for
an entrance. There will also be some meeting to be Ireld in this city on Jan-bi- g
work on the coast by other lines, uary 20, definite organization of the
and on the whole the outlook for the Texas Commercial Congress will be
men
year is the best in the history of this effected. A large number of serv-over
are
all
state
the
j
prominent
part of the country."
ing on the organization committee,
which is headed by Colonel Ike T.
Pryor, president of the Trans-Mis-- i
STOCK MARKET
sissippi Commercial Congress,
The Texas Commercial
Congress
will be a
and
organization whose object it
will be to promote the general welfare of Texas. Its general organization will be similar to that of the
Commercial
Two Serious Failures Report'

j
I

Convention of Executive Officers of Life Insurance
Companies

I'

UNIFORM

Delegates

LEGISUIM

Represent

Twenty

Million Police Holders and
Enormous Assets.

Poin.

Pittsburg, Pa., Jan. 19. Tons upon
tons
of water and ice are pouring into
President Lewis and Other Officials in Uruguay against the government
Ohio
river from the Alleghney
the
It is
of President Claudio William.
Charged With Packing
the result of the breaking of an
river,
as
a
to
confirm
the
Convention.
report
impossible
enormous gorge in that stream at
rigorous censorship has been establast night. The Alleghney
Freeport
19.
Montevideo.
The
Jan.
lished
at
, Indianapolis,
charge
of soft spongy ice, and is
is
full
bank
that the national administration of
forcing the Ohio up at the rate of two
the United Mine Workers, headed by
feet an hour. It is expected that two
President Lewis, had attempted to
THER
feet above the danger mark will be
sesnow
in
convention
the
"pack"
reached here by this afternoon and
sion here so that certain policies for
business houses down town are hastily
its interests could be forwarded
goods to the upper stories.
brought on a hitter factional fight on
GAR STRIKE moving
From all Monongahela river points
the floor of the convention today.
come reports of flooded streets in the
The
element led by Frank
J. Hayes and others, succeeded in susriver bottoms. A number of mills shut
pending the rules for the introduc- Philadelphia is Once More down but no serious losses are yet
tion of a motion by Hayes that the
Tie-u- p
reported.
salaries of the national organizers be Threatened With a
on Local Lines
suspended while they are in attendTERRIBLE HOLOCAUST IN
ance at the .convention a3 representaPHILADELPHIA FACTORY.
tives of local unions.
Between fifty to sixty organizers EMPLOYES CHARGE BAD FAITH
Believed to
Dozen Young Women
are in convention and they have the
Have Been Burned to Death and
voting power from many local unions.
Score Injured.
The speakers for the motion declared Claim That Union Men are Dis
that. a. dansrerona
entrnHsntinn
r?
criminated Against Despite
Philadelphia, Jan. 19. A dozen perpower has been achieved. Heated
sons,
mostly young women are believAgreement.
followed
and
President
Lewr
speeches
to
have lost their lives in a fire
ed
is announced he would be heard in his
that
destroyed a six story factoday
own defense before the matter was
19.
Philadelphia
Philadelphia, Jan.
in the produce market
building
tory
put to a vote.
is threatened with another great section. About
twenty men and girls
street" railway strike. As the result are in hospitals suffering from burns,
CELEBRATING BIRTHDAY OF
or from injuries received jumping
GENERAL ROBERT E. LEE. of a disagreement between the grievance committee of the local union and from windows. About a hundred men,
women and children were employed
Daughters of Confederacy Pinning the management of the Philadelphia in the building. The panic stricken
Cross of Honor on Breasts
Rapid Transit Company, 6,000 motor- - people of the upper floors, fighting
of Veterans.
men and conductors early this morn for safety were jammed in the stairing voted to strike at the call of the way and many were injured this way.
New Orleans, La., Jan. 19. The executive board of the union.
They
hundred and third anniversary of the claim that the company has violated BUYS 355.000 ACRES IN
MEXICO AT $1 AN ACRE.
birthday of General Robert E. Lee is the agreement entered into at the
San Antonio, Texas, Jan. 19. R. T.
throughout the close of the last strike and that mem
being celebrated
south today. The day is a legal holi- bers of the union are being discrim Probasco of Los Angeles, Cal., has
day in a number of states. The dis- inated against. Under the bylaws of bought from the Sonora Land Comtribution of crosses of honor to
the union a resolution to strike must pany of this city, 355,000 acres of land
federate veterans practically in every bo endorsed by the national executive in the Altar district, state of Sonora,
city and town of the south by the committee and probably this body will Mexico. The consideration was $1
Daughters of the Confederacy was a make an effort to arbitrate before it gold per acre. Most of the land will
be put under irrigation.
approves the strike.
leature of the day's commemoration.

STREET

The Scottish Rite Masonic reunion
111

the summer of 1911.
valley.
Investigating Ballinger Charges.
On Monday
afternoon at 4:30
Washington, Jan. 19. The investi- o'clock, solemn memorial services in
gation of the charges made against honor of Albert
Pike, will be held in
Secretary Ballinger by Representa- Masonic hall. The principal address
tive Hitchcock of Nebraska, alleging
will be by Hon. Thomas Benton Cat-- '
extravagance in the interior depart- ron.
ment, including charges affecting the
secretary and his cousin Jack Ballin i For Monday evening, the presenta-- i
ger, was begun before the House com- - tion of the "Lion and the Mouse" in
mittee on expenditures in the interior the Elks' theater, will provide
Commissioner tainment for the visitors. On Wednes-Fre- d
today.
land day evening, it is probable that
the
of
Dennett
general
office, who is involved, and Mr. Hitch- - a smoker will ge given. On Thursday j
cock, who stirred up the trouble, were evening the banquet will take place
present.
jn the 'assembly room of the library.
Ballinger Will Not Resign.
it will be served by the Woman's
Washington, Jan. 19. Secretary Board of Trade. On Friday evening,
Ballinger madee it plain that he does local talent will present a play at the
not intend to resign under Are. When Elks' theater and the National Guard
told of a report that he was to be will give a dance in the Armory.
judgeships. Territorial Engineer Ver- succeeded by a man from Oklahoma,
non L. Sullivan is busy with irriga- the secretary showed some heat.
EXTENSIVE RAILROAD CON- tion and Carey act matters in the de"I don't intend to resign while there
STRUCTION IN NORTHWEST.
is anything to fight," he said. "That
partment of the interior.
New Mexico Must Wait.
cannot be made too plain. That an..
a
Washington, D. C, Jan. 19. The swer is final and will answer this
Coast by the Hill and Union
Senate bill will authorize New Mexi- resignation rumor whenever it comes
Pacific.
co and Arizona to hold elections for ! up in the future."

6

REVOLUTION HAS BROKEN
OUT IN URUGUAY.
Buenos Ayers, Jan. 19. A revolu
tion is reported to have broken out

UNITED MINE WORKERS
HAVE SERIOUS SQUABBLE.

Affected.

1

are being issued by the
hundred out of the district court for
Santa Fe county's income of
delinquent tax payers against whom
was derived from the followsuit has been brought. By bringing
sources
last year:
ALLEGHANY VALLEY
ing
individual suit, execution can be had
taxes for 1907 and prior
Delinquent
against any property of the tax payer $7,455.72; 1908 taxes $32,783.09; 1909
adjudged delinquent.
taxes $40,694.45.
Township Surveyed.
Pittsburg Merchants Moving
Liquor licenses $5,004.50.
Register Manuel R. Otero of the TJ.
licenses
Mercantile
$777.
Their Goods Out of Reach
S. land office in this city, gives notice
Poll tax $874.80.
that the plat of survey of township
of Water
Fines, forfeited bonds etc., $246.85.
No. 23 north, of Tange 2 east, of the
Common schools $2,365.01.
New Mexico principal meridian, has
Court house rent $266.66.
been filed in the land office and that
Normal Institute fees $72.
the land in said township will be open
Miscellaneous $20,338.42.
to entry on and after March 22, 1910.
court $41.75.
District
The township is in the Jemez forest
reserves
Forest
$431.71.
Ohio Rising Two Feet Every
reserve Rio Arriba county, being loHour and is N earing Danger
cated between Coyote and Gallina.
Summons

tertainment Program

j

,

Washington, Jan. 19. The executive
officers of the principal life insurance
comi anies of the United States, representing twenty millions of policy
holders and nearly four billion dollars
cf assets, began a conference here today at the third annual meeting of the
association of life insurance presidents. About a hundred companies
were represented. Among the subjects of discussion will be uniform life
insurance legislation and a new movement for the conservation of the public health which recently originated
with some of the larger companies.
LOS ANGELES AVIATION

MEET FINANCIAL

1

Non-Politic-

j

j
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BJEOBBS

Trans-Mississip-

SUCCESS.

Subscribers to Have Every Dollar
Returned Them With Probable

ed on the Exchange
This Forenoon

Dividends.

IS
Los Angeles, Jan. 19. According
to the treasurer's report the first
aviation meeting in America which J. M. Fisk and Co., and Haskins
closes tomorrow, has been an unquali
and Co., Forced to
fied success.
Those whose subscrip. l ('
: 1.
, . ,,
.
.
:
a
1, :
the Wall.
nuns uiaue ii pussiuie 10 uiiug tue
noted French and American aviators
New York, Jan. 19. The failu.--e of
here, will receive back every dollar
more.
The
risked
and
they
the important house of Lathrop Hasprobably
attendance has averaged $30,000 a kins and Company was announced on
day.
the stock exchange this morning. The
firm for a long time has been intiWOODROW WILSON TO
mately associated with the interests
SUPERSEDE BRYAN. of the Columbus and Hocking Coal
and Iron Company. The stock of that
New Jersey Is in Field With Demo- company on sales of .seventeen thousand shares, fell to 37, a decline ot
cratic Candidate for the
more than 50 points from the openPresidency.
ing. There is no news to account for
Trenton, N. J., Jan. 19. Woodrow the sensational price movement which
Wilson, of Princeton University, will is supposed to be the result of activi- be put forward by New Jersey for the ties of the stock market pool, which
Democratic nomination for President has been in evidence nearly a year,
whole market is demoralized by
in 1912. James Nugent, chairman of
the Democratic state committee, made the slump. Later in the morning an- failure added to the demoraliza- this announcement today; "Wood-roWilson is without doubt the most tion of the market, the suspension
popular Democrat in the east," said this time being J. M. Fisk and Com- '
Mr. Nugent.
pas..
1

non-politic-

FIRE DESTROYS

GRAND

PALACE AT CONSTANTINOPLE.

the Beauty of
Sculptured Ornaments and

Its

The

pal-- :

Was Noted for

Home of Murad V.

Constantinople, Jan.

19.

ace of Cheragan, where the parlia--j
ment sat, was practically destroyed by
fire accidentally today.
The palace
was constructed of marble and the interior was remarkable for the beauty
of the sculptured ornaments in marble and wood. For many years it was
the home of the despot Sultan Murad
V. and was inaccessible to visitors.
EIGHTY BRITISH
CONSTITUENCIES

VOTING.

Unionists Expect to Make Decided Inroads on the Liberals Hardie's
Seat in Danger.
London, Jan. 19. Eighty constitu- encies returning eighty-onmembers
e
voted for members of the new
liament today. The unionists expect
to make big inroads upon the
ties captured by the liberals in the
landslide of 1906. James Keir Hardte,
laborke, is among those fighting for
his seat today.
e

par-Th-

coun-oth-

er
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Wheat

Old

SOFT
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there be,
Can say with truth, and cheerily:
"The mercy I to other show.
That mercy show to me!"

YFAST

inter Grocery Co.
Southeast Corner Plaza, Santa Fe.

No. 40

Telephone

Sued for Divorce Alcario Gallegos
has been sued for divorce by his wife
Matilda S. Gallegos on the grounds
of extreme cruelty.
Will Be Wedded A marriage license was issued at Las Vegas yesterday to Petreta Solano, aged 21
years, and Victor TJlibarri, aged 22,
both of Union.
Baptist Minister Declines Call to
Roswell Dr. Robert Bruce Smith of
El Paso Texas, has declined a call
to become pastor of the First Bap-- j
tist church at Roswell.
Elephant Butte Dam Condemnation
Owing to a trip of C. T.
Proceedings
Brown to Mexico, the hearing of testimony at Socorro, in the Elephant
Butte dam condemnation proceedings
has been postponed until February 10.
at Albuquerque Miss
Marriage
Telesfora Garcia and Ambrosio Par-rawere married at the home of the
bride's brother, Francisco Garcia, at
Albuquerque on Monday evening by
Justice of the Peace W. W. McClel- lan.
Las Vegas Wedding Rev. A. Rab-- j
eyrolle, formerly of Santa Fe, at Las
Vegas this week officiated at the wed- ding of Emmet Field and Miss Susan
na Hillsman, recently of Plymouth,
Indiana, but now residents of Las
Vegas. Mr. and Mrs. Henry Sturn
attended the couple.
Arrested
for Larceny Ambrosio
Gallegos, Abran Maraga and J. W.
Livingston are in jail at Albuquerque
charged with robbing the show case
of a dry goods store at Albuquerque.
Livingston confessed to the theft and
Gallegos said he had stolen the goods
from Livingston.
Maraga was Jto
have disposed of the goods,
Southwestern Engine Blown Up
With Fatal Effect The explosion of
the passenger train engine on the
Dawson road at Canadian, near Tu- cumcari, resulted in the death of Engineer J. C Elkins and the scalding
of Fireman W. D. Osborne. Elkins
died at Torrance and Osborne was
jianen 10 me Aiamogorao nosiaai.
The boiler of the engine was thrown
more than fifty feet from the track.
Three Deaths at Albuquerque
Clay Clewsden, a healthseeker, died
at Albuquerque.
The remains were
sent to Quincy, Illinois. John Maiden
a veteran of the Civil War and for
twenty years thereafter in the regular
army, died at St. Joseph's hospital of
pneumonia. Mrs. Ben Broer, aged 40
years, died after three months' resi-- i
dence in Albuquerque, of consumption.
Her husband and five children sur-- ;
vive. The remains were sent to Gold-- i
en, Illinois.
j

SEE FOE YOURSELF

THE FINEST AND FULL LINE OF

s

'8

Diamonds, Watches, Clocks
Jewelry, Silverware, Decorated China, Novelties,
Leather and Leather Ebony

i

Goods.
MANUFACTURER
JEWELER

MITE

Established 1856.

i

An Exceptional Opportunity
C0MENXINQ MONDAY JUNUARY 17th.
AND CONTINUING. FOR TWO
WEEKS ONLY OUR EN1 IRE LINE

Muslin Underwear
?

We have marked these goods down aDd they
will be sold below the manufacture cost. Every
thing in the line (ffertdis bright ond stylish.
Come early aid ruako your selection while the
stock is complete and get the best value ever
offer the people of Santa Fe.

Assured by the Use of

CUTICURA
Soap and Ointment

SELIGIN

These pure, sweet and gentle
emollients preserve the hands,
prevent redness, roughness and
chapping, and impart in a single
night that velvety softness and
whiteness so much desired by
women. For those whose occupations tend to injure the hands or
who suffer from dry, fissured,
itching, feverish palms and shapeless nails, with painful finger-end-

&

FURRIER

Every Description of work in our line done to order
GAME HEADS MOUNTED

Artistic Taxidermy and Ladies' Fur Repairing a Specialty
Send for prices for tanning and lining

furs and hides for rugs and robes

'

Highest prices paid for raw furs of all kinds

436 Canon Road

.Phone Black. 19

FRANK

F-

GORMLEY

-

j

General
Merchandise

SANTA FE, N. M.

Undertaker and Embalmer
J.

D. MULLIGAN

g&L

FUNERALS

OFFICE

RESIDENCE
RPn IRQ
NIGHT PHONE
PICTURE

FRAMING

TASTEFULLY

PHONE

AND

1 OA

)VT

Vl

.

DONE.

SATISFACTORILY

j

Htm

All lea

I

FOR

International Stock Food
Wholesale and Retail Dealers in

Bon- Hay,

LEO HERSCH

Grain, Potatoes,

Salt and Seeds
THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE GRAIN HOUSE IN SANTA FE.
j

DIAMONDS

YONTZ wvrcHES 1
MEXICAN FILIGREE HrjT" I
t ;WELRY
fa

Qm

MANUFACTURER OP

Right price.
Right Goods
Right Service

I

by
Date Methods

Cut Class. China and Silverware

345 San Francleco St.

FROM

-

Also Good for Chickens
SOLE AGENTS

AND

j

j

TRY OUR

ROSWELL.
Connection made wlta AutomoMle
line at Torrance for Roswell dally,
Automobile leaves Torrance for Ros-- !
well at 4 a. m., and arrives at Roswell
at 12, noon. Automobile leaves Ros-well for Torrance at 1 p. m. and ar
rives at Torrance at 10 p. m. The
fare between Santa Fe and Torrance
Is $5.80 and between Torrance and
Roswell $10. Reserve seats on automobile by wire. J. W. Stockard
It Is an admitted taci, mat real cstate, financial men and merchants all
say that quickest, and best results a. a
obtained by advertising in the New
Mexican.
TO

SANTA FE, N. M.

P

1

Deafness Cannot Be Cured
by local applications, as they cannot
reach the diseased portion of the ear.
There is only one way to cure deaf-- '
ness, and that is by constitutional
Deafness is caused by an
remedies.
inflamed condition of the mucous lin-- j
ing of the Eustachian Tube. When
this tube is inflamed you have a rumb-- j
ling sound or imperfect hearing und
when it is entirely closed, Deafness is
the result, and unless the inflamma-- l
tion can be taken out and this tube re- stored to its normal condition, hear
ing will be destroyed forever; nine
cases out of ten are caused by Catarrh, which is nothing but an inflamed condition of the mucous surface.
We will give One Hundred Dollars
for any case of Deafness (caused by
catarrh) that cannot be cured by
Hall's Catarrh Cure. Send for cir-

PHONE 36

A
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THE LEADING DRY GOODS
HOUSE

IN THE

CITY.

"SOME MORE RAZOR TALK"

s,

Cuticura Soap and Cuticura

DEAR FRIENDS:
Last weeK if vou remember we takfd to you about a
razor called "GRIFFIN'S MAGNETIC RAZOR, which we
are putting out on thirtj days trial
We are glad to announce that a great number of our patrons took advantage
of this opportunity and we are receiving daily congratula-t'toaoq oar success ia obtaining the Sales Agency of such
a long felt necessity in the "RAZOR" line.
This week we want to talk to you abont a RAZOR
adapted for the person who heretofore found it difficult to
shave with the regular style of "RAZOR". For you dear
friend, we have planned a big surprise in the way of a
"SAFETY RAZOR" called the "ENDER". This razor is
one of thesimplestand most effective 'SAFETY RAZOR'S'
on the market and sails for the small amount of ONE
DOLLAR- This R ZOR we are putting out on a fifteen days
trial for the next two weeks only, aDd trust you will avail
yourself of the opportunity of giviDg it a trial.

Ointment are wonderful.
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MINOR CITY TOPICS
Colo., Jan. 19.
forecast for New
Mexico:
Fair tonight and
Thursday with stationary tern- perature.
Denver,

X

V

Weather

X
X
X

A Year Ago Today
The weather a
year ago was clear and pleasant. The
maximum temperature was 51 de-grees and the minimum 29. There
was 100 per cent of sunshine.
Applied for Rooms The Sisters of
Charity have already received applications for rooms in their new sanitarium which is rapidly nearing completion. The structure is beginning
to show up as a sanitarium which
will rank with any in the southwest.
January Red Book The Railroad
Red Book for January has reached
the New Mexican. It is more complete and more valuable than ever,
not only to the traveling public, but
to every one interested in Colorado,
Utah, and New Mexico, for any reason whatsoever. The reviews of different sections tributary to the Denver & Rio Grande railroad is very
complete and New Mexico is well represented with articles from the pens
of Dr. T. P. Martin of Taos, Paul A.
F. Walter of Santa Fe; M. D. Taylor
of Aztec; A. M. Edwards of Farming-ton- ,
and others. For reference the
240 page book is invaluable.
Thousands of Acres Withdrawn for
Power Sites In accordance with an
order from Secretary Ballinger thousands of acres have been withdrawn
from entry along the Bill Williams
fork, the Big Sandy creek and the Rio
Santa Maria in Arizona. The purport of the order is to conserve the
timber on those streams for purposes of fire protection and to conserve sites for irrigation dams to prevent their falling into the hands of
parties who might not be able to use
them properly. The order applies to
lands for one mile on each side of the
rivers named, within certain districts.
The Bill Williams is affected from
Planet to a point twenty miles above
that place. Entry is forbidden along
the Big Sandy from Signal to its juncand
tion with the Rio Santa Maria
'
along the last twenty miles of the
Santa Maria's course.
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culars, free.

F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
Sold by Druggists, 75c.
Take Hall's Family Pills for

BROS. GO

FOR HALF

i

TAXIDERMIST, TANNER

Incorporated 1903.

WE AGAIN OFFER TO
OUR MAN if PATRON 5

54

can we tell?

WE GIVE CASH EEGISTER TICKETS
ALL CASH PURCHASES
WITH

s, Spitz

UP.

In all this world how few
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ROUND

JUDGMENT.
We think our brother walked guiltily,
Judging him in selfrighteousness,
ah well!
Perhaps had we been driven through
the hell.
Of his untold temptations we might be
Less upright in pur daily walk than

imperial
Jersy Cream
Pansy
Bobolink

CALL

DAILY

WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 19, 1910.

TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY

Take LA XATIVE BROMO Quinine Tablets
Druggists refund money If It falls to cure
E w 25c.uituvfi s signature is ou eaen
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Unsurpassed Chocolates
j

Made in New Mexico.

FRESH STOCK JUST RECEIVED
FOR SALE FISCHER DRUG COMPANY
ONLY AT

it
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Uvery

ASK FOR A

SAMPLE

We have it

A COMPLETE STOCK OF SINGLE
RIGS, SURREY & SADDLE HORSES
310

WILLIAMS & RISING
Phone Red 139

San Francisco St.

No Oontagious desease allowed In our hacks

ox,

NOTICE.
ZOOK'S PHARMACY,
IS LOCATED IN CLAIRE HOTEL, WEST SIDE PLAZA.
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to its solution my earnest consideracommunication from Prof. W. R.
of the Ohio State University, as tion."

DANGER IN DELAY- Kidney

NEW MEXICAN", SAXTA
Laz-neb-

Are Too Dangerous

I

for Santa Fe People to Neglect.

SE

The great danger of kisney troubles
is that they get a firm hold before
the sufferer recognizes them. Healtn
is gradually undermined. Backache,
lameness,
headache, nervousness,
soreness, diabetes and Bright's disease, follow in merciless succession.
Don't neglect your kidneys. Cure the
kidneys with the certain and safe

Messages Sent by Them to
Daughters of American
Revolution

remedy, Doan's Kidney Pills, which
lias cured people right here in Santa

OF

Fe.

setting forth that subject.

Wyoming,
Prom Wyoming, Governor Bryant B.
Brooks sends a declaration that the
women of that state are pursuing successfully three lines of social conservation: "First, their efforts to improve and elevate home life and home
surroundings both in the cities and
country are very helpful... Second,
their great interest in church work
improves moral conditions and benefits society generally. Third, our
Wyoming women take a gerat interest
in educational work in all grades, and
by frequent visits to our public
schools and close attention to our compulsory educational laws encourage
the teachers and increase school attendance. Aside from these three

Governor Denen of Illinois, notes
with pleasure the desire of the D. A.
11. Conservation
Committee to aid in
any feasible way the work of conserving the state's natural resources and
says: "This work has been confined
t' a state commission known as the
State Conservation
Commission, who
" ill be glad to receive such suggest-- j
inns as the conservation committee of
your organization may have to offer
anrl will welcome its
North Carolina.
Governor Kitchin of North Carolina,
ar.'l Governor Ansel of South Carolina,
send brief words of encouragement
in general terms.

New Mexico Military Institute
?i

it'

ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
Weit Point of th Sojthwert."
Army On cers Detailed by War Department
Armv Inspectors RANK SCHOOL IN CLASS
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Through Academic course, preparing young
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men for college or for tiuMtiess life. Great
amount of open air work. Heaithlets location
of auy Military School lu the Union. Located
n ttie baullful
Fcos V.illey the garden
West
of
at an e'evatloc of 3.700
the
spot

Rv

feet above sea level, sunshine everv day, but
tttie ralo or snow during session.
Eleven Officers and Instructc-s- , all gradueastern colleges. Ten
ates from stardard
buildings, throughly furnished, heated. lighted
and modern le all respects.
REGENTS E. A. Cahoon, President; W
G, Hamlliou, Vice President; J. Pbelps White,
Treasurer; W. M. Atkinson Secretary, and W

Albino Ortega, College Street, Sanof More Than Ordinary
N. M., says: ' "I am very grate- Opinions
Interest Voiced by Chief
ful for the benefit I have received
from Doan's Kidney Pills. For sevExecutives.
CONFERENCE OF LIFE
eral years I had trouble from my
INSURANCE PRESIDENTS.
back and kidneys. It was hard for
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found relief right away and by the paign of education. Aside from the in whose opinion "first energies by the National Civic Federation and
time I had used one box my back was testimonials directly to the subject should be devoted to the conservation the House of Governors, the specific
free from pain. My kidneys are now of this conservation movement, some of the morals of the people of our sev- problem, as applied to life insurance
in a normal condition and I feel de of the letters are more than ordinarily eral states. In Oklahoma if we can ac- - and its twenty million policyholders
cidedly better in every respect.
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part." Governor Harmon refers to a important problem and I am giving
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deal in part with the conditions under
which public lands producing minerals and metals are allowed to pass
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into private ownership.
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members of Congress who believe that
legislation is obsopresent public-lanlete and tends to give rise to fraudulent operations. The idea of separating the mineral or metallic deposits
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The New Mexican is the oldest newspaper in New Mexico. It Is sent to
legislators to enlist their heavy sup) ;
every postoffice in the Territory, and has a large and growing
port, and others find that the interests
of their constituents would not be c
among the intelligent and progress ive people of the Southwest.
Transacts a general banking business in all its branches.
served by it. Still others, while really P Loans
money on the most favorable terms on all kinds of
of the opinion that some such change 5
Bunion
and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and
personal
of policy would be desirable, do not
think they are as yet sufficiently famil- 5 stocks in all market for its customer.
Buys and sells
iar with the details under which it 2 domestic and fereign exchange and makes telegraphic transfer
THE CAPITAL AND THE CENSUS. FOREST RESERVES IN THE WEST would have to be carried out to act inof money to all parts of the civilized world on as liberal terms
New Mexico has slowly and unwill- telligently. On all these accounts, it
The census is at the door. In less
j?
as are given by any money transmiting agency public or
than five years Santa Fe will be en- ingly learned that forest reserves are is urged by various members that the
to
But
here
it
the
b
and its people.
the investigation shall be really a public
keep
good for
gaged in a fight
private. Interest allowed on time deposits at the rate of three
b per cent per annum, on six months' or
capital. There is a close relation be-- : lesson is learned and while New Mex- land inquiry rather than merely an inyears' time. Liberal
tween these two facts. The better ico does not say "Aye and amen,"' to vestigation into the doings of the land 5
made
on
advances
of
livestock
and products.
consignments
showing that Santa Fe makes this every move of the forest administra- office or of the head of the department
'
he
executes
of
bank
all
orders
in
its patrons the banking line,
spring in the census, the better its tion and has a sneaking idea that in of the interior. The idea is not altochances to retain the capital for years the 8,500,000 acres of national forests gether opposed even by some of the q and aims to extend to them as liberal treatment in all respects,
to come without, a fight. On the other in the territory there are included antagonists of the leasing policy, 2 as is consisteit with
safety and the principles 0 sound bank- hand, if the census shows that Santa several million acres of purely graz- which President Taft has proposed for 2
boxes ior
The patronage of tfee
deposit
Safety
ing.
sixth
or ing lands that should be eliminated the control of the public lands. UnFe is merely a village, the
public is respecfully solicited.
tenth in population in the territory, from them, it acquiesces in the policy less some means of delay can be conthe wolves will begin to howl early of forest preservation.
Says Good- trived, immediate legislation looking
iKru
for no one respects the weak, but most win's Weekly of Salt Lake City, and toward a new land policy might be
men as well as towns respect and fear conditions in Utah are very similar forced through Congress and the prothe strong. It is certain that unless to those in New Mexico;
posed inquiry, unless much shorter
Santa Fe takes in its suburbs, t'ae cen"There is a strong sentiment in the than is now expected, would doubtless
sus will give it less than 8,500 popula- west against forest reserves. A great defer the legislation until another ses
tion, it will not only be passed by many people reason that they are no sion perhaps even until another long
Albuquerque, but by Roswell and more needed now than they were session, two years hence."
Raton, and possibly Clovis and Tucum-car- i when the republic was young and no
The editor of the Amistad Tribune
and a few other towns. That limitations were put upon the lumber
would be regrettable. If the suburbs man and the stockman. Another com- is either deeply in love or the cookare taken in, the census will place plaint is tljat the management of the ing in New Mexico is so much better
WILLIAM VAUGHN pROP,
Santa Fe in the 10,000 class; it will reserves is often put in the hands of than it was in his old home, tbat it
give Albuquerque a close rub for first men who, however well educated, have justifies the following paean in praise
One
Best
in
place; it will stand for the next ten no practical sense; that many of the of the frecklefaced girl who knows
years officially as the metropolis of regulations are senseless and that the how to cook:
Cuisine
400
"A girl with one dimple and
and
Lqrge Sample
the "state" of New Mexico. That is law governing them is in many ways
freckles is a cinch if she possesses a
Table Service
Room for Comworth while the effort and the slight crude and ineffectual.
a
sweet
of
and
Unex
sudisposition
knowledge
annex
to
is
claimed
mercial Travelers
the
other
"On
it
hand
the
expense necessary
burbs before April 15. It can be done that the law should have been framed domestic science. As homely as she
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and it should be done; if not done, years before it was, that because no may be to the unthinking world, she
becomes
when
she
the
dons
glorified
Santa Fe will always regret its safeguards were thrown out inestimB
and goes into a shin- """,,""""""""""
able damage was inflicted, in some gingham apron
lethargy and its backwardness.
kitchen
and
from
the
singing
pulls
Cities as great as and substantial cases amounting to national calami
the well made bread, the
and rich as Cleveland, Ohio, recognize ties, as for instance the denuding the ing range
the sublime pot
AMERICAN AND
majestic
pies
the advantage given by an official lands around the sources of the great licker. In the and of her entranced
EUROPE AN PLAN
eyes
in
census
makof
the
eastern rivers, has resulted in
standing at the top
husband she outglitters the Queen of
Ohio.
It contests that honor with ing the beginning of deserts, by the Sheba and her children rise
and
Cincinnati. Therefore the Cleveland early melting of the snows, and the call her blessed three times upa
day
Plaindealer says:
consequent dimunition of the volume and several times between
meals.
"There is no longer room for doubt of those rivers through the greatest When the bread is perfectly baked,
that Collinwood will be annexed to portion of the year, and the flooding the coffee strong and hot, the hash
Cleveland soon. The new council of the country along the lower por- well built and appetizing, and the
elected in that thriving town on a tions of their courses, by the sudden
light and smoking as the
platform calling for prompt union with rush of the flood when the snows are melting butter is absorbed, the spirit
E. LACOME
of the Lord descends upon that housethis city has voted solid substance suddenly melted.
"We suspect that not one man in a hold like a dove and the caverns of
into its promises. They are being
dozen has any clear idea of what great the lucky man's soul echo with
made good by votes which count.
"Now the question is one of time. forests are to a country, or the need "Glory Hallelujah." It beats bridge,
The census enumerators will begin of their preservation. There are vast it makes the job in the print shop
work in April. If Collinwood is off- tracts of desert lands all around the look like 30 cents. The girl who can
Commodious Sample Room
icially a part of Cleveland then the Mediterranean, which were once fer- cook is divinity. She is the delight
tile areas. There is- - no doubt but that of a man's soul and a glory in the Long Distance Telephone Station.
0
city's population will be probably
God. And we have such
greater, in the official record the deplorable change was wrought by sight inof New
girls
Mexico, hut the need of
land
the'
the
around
people stripping
which must stand for the next ten
a million more is Dressing."
years, than it will be in the statistics their sources of timber and foliage,
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which every one must consult in look- thus permitting the streams to rush
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Lighted, Every Room
ing up the relative growth and actual down in floods in the spring and then scenic
IN CONNECTION
highway which is to run across
a Good One,
size of Cleveland, if annexation should to shrink, having no feeding springs,
even as our own eastern rivers are be- the territory from east to west. It is
be delayed until afterthe census-takinto have branches to various populaginning now to shrink.
is over.
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tion centers. New Mexico hasn't yet
connection
is
it
"In
this
interesting
"This point is important. It may
finished the first link of its great
determine the rank which the chief to read what John Muir, the great bot- scenic highway upon which it started
of
California
and
anist
has
geologist
center of population in Ohio is to take
to
of the forests of that state. He with a flourish of trumpets six years
among American cities for the next wassay
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ago, but is engaged upon other prospeaking particularly of the
decade, in respect to the rate of incomis
will
it
be
which,
jects
hoped,
(big tree) belt and the sugar
crease in the last ten years. If Colpleted and that before the babies of
linwood is counted as a part of Cleve- pine belt, and says: Tn studying the today have reached
the age of
land a gain which would otherwise be fate of our forest king, we have thus
some effort
Nevertheless,
patriarchs.
of
far
considered
the
action
purely should be made to
140,000 would become 150,000. If the
complete the scenic
unfortunatecauses
natural
but,
only,
not including Collinwood,
growth,
man is in the woods, and waste highway at least ' as far as from "Santa
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should prove to have been 150,000 ly,
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paper indicates that the settlers are
land because a very large increase in an economic standpoint, their preser- beginning to press pretty
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on the cattle range and that the noble
population has been going on in Lake-woo- watchful attention of the
government.
East Cleveland and other sucowboy of olden davs must soon mi
burbs which are parts of the same Only of late years by means of forest grate to give way betore the fenced
reservations has the simplest groundgreat urban center.
First Class and Tloromlily
work or available legislation been range and the cultivated farm, even
here in New Mexico:
"For ten years to come such a dif- laid,, while in
of the finest
"When an honest, hard working setference in the census records and in groves every many of destruction is
species
tler is compelled to dispose of his
all afficial tables showing the size of still
on with accelerated milk
cows, in consequence of his enAmerican cities would affect Cleve- speed."moving
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who
taxpayers
The greater its growth in the official
complain
bitof taxation should remember that Alrecords the better the chances will be standpoint. It is unfortunate that
ter
personalities, factionalism and buquerque taxpayers last year confor increasing expansion and a higher
are being injected into tributed $84,422 to the
partisanship
of
city's public
degree
prosperity.
it. No levelheaded citizen believes schools alone or almost ten times
as
"In such good fortune, of course, the that
Secretary of the Interior Balling-e- r much as did Santa Fe taxpayers for
suburbs of the city will share. The
engaged in any petty graft or stop- the same purpose. And still Albuquermore they do to spread abroad the
HERE IS A VERY EXCEPTIONAL
OPPORTUNITY
ped to the small things of which he is que prospers and has outgrown Santa
fame of Cleveland and force full recog- accused. He is a man of big
things,
Fe.
Fe
If
Santa
has
to
anything boast
nition of the city's progress the better and if he has
engaged in any pro- of it its low taxation for it is certain
EVERYTHING AT
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their people will fare.
jects which the strict letter of the law that the owner of property in Santa
"That is the reason why the thriv- discountenances, it certainly has not Fe
pays less on each dollar's worth
ing villages just outside of the muni- been along the line of making a few of value Der year than he would have
cipal limits ought to favor annexation, dollars on the side in salary grabs or to Day on the same kind and
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grade
for selfish reasons as well as for the mileage accounts.
WORK EVER DISPLAYED
of property in almost other city of
IN SANTA Pill
greater glory of the city where most
The scope that the inquiry should this size.
of their people earn their living, di- - take is indicated
in the followins ediExcellent Assortments
Don't
rectly or indirectly."
torial in the Mining and Engineering
Editors are great boosters in other
Fail
Journal:
Many
direction's than tooting, the praises of
Burned Leather Goods
to
Senator Henry Cabot Lodse, whose
other
"Congress has now practically de- their community through the columns
Burned Wooden Placques
Call
articles
scholarship is recognized the world termined to undertake an investiga- of their newspaper. Of Willard E.
11 Kinds
of Drawn Work
and
over, is fathering a measure in Con- tion of conditions relating to public Holt, the new owner of the Deming
tbat
gress to provide for an officially writ- lands. The evidence seems to indi- Graphic, it Is reported that in
Leather Pillows Tops
attract
Inspect
ten history of the United States. A cate that this inquiry will last during the short time that he is in New Mexcommission of nine scholars is to be much of the' remainder of the session ico.; he has been instrumental in
appointed tor that purpose. The and will be one of the chief, if not settling ten families from Michigan in
measure is a commendable one but absolutely the chief, feature of the Luna county. Editor Kleinfelter of
OLD
at the same time it reminds one of months still remaining. The moving Obar, is bringing them in from Pennthe sneers that the Democratic press purpose of the inquiry is undoubtedly sylvania, and even here in Santa Fe,
Proprietor
utterd when it was proposed in the .political, otherwise it would not have editors have proved their faith in
301-30- 3
San Francisco fet.
Santa Fe, N, M.
tetoriaileilslature to provide for been allowed to occur at this particu- Santa Fe by bringing here family
an officially written history of New lar time. There is, however, a strong after family and settler p.fter settler
Mexico.
disposition to have the investigation from the east.
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SANTA PE HARDWARE & SUPPLY CO,

A. F. Steimlock

depoinvitation is extended to yon
transact
sit your funds with this baDk to
through
us whatever business you may have of a financial
nature.
Dunrg the past few months we hae added
many new names to our list of patrcms. "We desire
your business also, believing we can serve you to

A cordial

yoar complete satisfaction.

UNITED STATES BANK & TRDST CO
Santa Fe, S.

$50,000'

Capital
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G. FRANKLIN
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FLICK, President.

FLICK
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FOUNTAIN

SYRINGES

See our show window for
bargains in these goods
WE ARE OVER STOCKED

and offer a few numbers at less than cost to ns,

Stripling, gurrows

&

Where your dollar
buys the most

Company

& COMPANY

O

(Established 1882)

REAL ESTATE

-I- NSURANCE

OFFICE

San Francisco, St., where th old Santa
Trail ends and the Greater SintaFe "trail",
begins.
We have soma very desirable
propositions in the
way of city lots; frait rancaes and Jarg tracts to
be reclaimed, to offer.
119

For full particulars call or
address the above company'

Phone Red 189

THE WEST FOR THE WEST.
The Colorado Rational Life

Assurance

Company

Denver Colorado.

The Pioneer Life Insurance Co.,
of the Southwest
A M BERGERE,
anta Fe,

a tourist from Denver, is at the Claire.
J. B. Mayville of Everett, Wash.,
is here on lumber business.
E. Koentz, a traveling man from
Chicago, is at the Claire hotel.
A. P. Rand and AY. S. Garvin of Albuquerque, are tit the Modern.
W. C. Wooser an insurance agent
cf Denver, is iu the city calling on

Catron Block

Lumber and all kinds
of building material.

Lump, nut and
mine run coal

Y RD ON HICKOX STREET, NEAR
NEW MEXICO CENTRAL DEPOT.

This

Space
THE CHAS. WAGNER FURNITURE CO.
Undertakers and Embalmers

STOCK IN EACH

I

FUKNI1URE
STOVES and RANGES
KNIVES AND CUTLERY
PIPE and FITTINGS
SANITARY PLUMBING

FUKNl'lURE, Mattresses
HARNESS aud SADDLERY
WAGONS andBUGGlES
FARMING IMPLEMENTS
MINERS' SUPPLIES

Everything in Hardware
PUMPS and WIND MILLS
CAMP EQUIPMENT
PAINTS, ALL COLORS

w if

'

ALABASTINE, Kalsomine
WALL PAPER, GLASS

BEDS and SPRINGS
Glassware and Queensware
ROOFING, SPOUTING
SPORTING GOODS
GUNS, AMMUNITION

CALL FOR PRICES

LET US SERVE YOU

g;g;jg:gISll

ONE
LITTLE
SAIL

Last uvek we gave a big sale for the big folk
and we understand the little folks were jealous
Now you have Ciance to get even.
There will be maDy cold days yet and we are offering for
rew days onlv, to close out some odd sizes, a
splendid grade
of ROYS AND MISSES FLECEED RIBBcCD TWO PIECE
SUI f S UNDERWEAR from 15c to 30c garment.

BIG BARCAINS

litical

and educational matters.
E. M. Shutt of St. Louis, and H. W.

King of Chicago, are registered at the
Palace. They are here looking over
the business opportunities, it is said.
Hon.' C. J. Roberts, attorney and
former journalist, who represented
Colfax county in the lower House of
the legislature, is a visitor in Santa
Fe.
j
William T. Smith of Jefferson City,
Missouri, a newspaperman, who has
been in Santa Fe for his health the
past six months, will go to Albuquerque for a month or two.
F. W. Drake, superintendent of the
lumber camps of the Santa Barbara
Tie and Pole Company, and whose
home is in Hodges, Taos county, is
registered at the Palace hotel.

MILLINERY
MISS A MUGLER.
Southeast Corner Piazi.

southern steers $4.25(&6; southcows $2.75'4.50; native cows
and heifers $2.60rg)6; stockers and
feeders $3.505.25; bulls $3.605.15;
calves $48.75; western steers $4.50
6.50; western cows $34.75.
Receipts 12,000. Market
Hogs
GRAND MILITARY BALL
heavy
FRIDAY OF NEXT WEEK. ten lower. Eulk $8.208.55;
$8.558.62
packers and butchers
$6.75
Strong Effort to Be Made to Pay In- $8.408.60; light $S8.45; pigs
7.25;

ern

i

on National Guard
Armory.
The board of control of tne National Guard armory in this city held a
meeting last evening and it was de- termined to make a concerted effort!
to relieve the board of the $4,300 debt
which is hanging over the Armory
and for which no provision is mac's
by any appropriation and then to se- cure funds for a piano and some necTo further
essary improvements.
this cause, a grand military ball will
be given next week on Friday evening,
January 28. It is proposed to make
the affair a social success of the first
class. Tickets will be sold at $1 a
piece and a large crowd, it is expect-- I
ed, will participate.
debtedness

MARKETkbiPORT
New

MONEY AND METALS.
York. Jan. 19. Call money 3

prime mercantile paper 4
5; Mexican dollars1 44.
New York, Jan. 19. Amalgamated
815-8- ;
Atchison vil7
New York
Central 117; Southern Pacific 128
Union Pacific 190
Steel 813-4- ;
pfd. 122.
, v
New York, Jan. 19. Lea quiet
46?
Copper firm, standard
Silver
spot and March 13
1-- 2

;.

1--

7.75.

Sheep
Receipts 6,000. Market
steady. Muttons $4.756; lambs $7
8.60; fed western wethers and yearlings $5.257.75; fed western ewes
'q-'-j.

'

"

C M O I C U I A H V Qualified
LI 1 U LI O M LMU

W.

Glad to hear of a few pupils
for German or French
Box 446,
SautaFeN. M,

I H

S. KAUNE

I

1--

GRAIN. PORK, LARD AND RIBS.
Chicago, 111.. Jan. 19. Wheat Jan.
109 718; May 108
Corn Jan. 63
Oats Jan. 47

May 67

1--

Pork Jan. $21.55; May $21.90.
Lard Jan. $12.45; May $12.10.
Ribs Jan. $11.82
May $11.60
1--

62

1-- 2.

WOOL MARKET.
St. Louis, Jan. 19. Wool unchanged; territory and western mediums
2528; fine mediums 2024; fine 12
LIVESTOCK.
Chicago, Jan. 19. Cattle Receipts
20,000. Market steady. Beeves $4.15
7.65; Texas steers $3.854.80; western steers $46; stockers and feeders
$3.905.10; cows and heifers $25.40;
calves $7.509.75.

Receipts 35,000. Market 5
Light $8.308,65; mixed
$S.358.80; heavy $8.408.80; rough
$8.40 8.80; good to choice
heavy
$8.55S.80; pigs $7.208.25; bulk
$8.608.70.
Sheep
Receipts 20,000. Market
weak. Native $46; western $46.10;
yeaplings $6.758; lambs native $6.15
8.70; western $6.258.65.v
Kansas City, Jan. 19. Cattle Receipts 8,000 Including 300 southerns.
Market steady. Native steers $4
Hogs

to 10 lower.

N

TOWNSEND

c EUNICE

& Co.
GROCERS
"Where prices are

& iCO.

IE.

All our wintpr stock of millinery will be
closed out at Cst, ocd much of it below
cost, to dispose of it before the spring goods

arrive.

lowest

A 25 per cent reduction is also made on all
staple goods in stock. AdoLar saved is a
dollar made. Our stock is all new acd nothing shopworn or out cf date.

for safe 'quality"

i--

52

21.

Watch

A MOST COMPLETE

Sheriff Julius Meyer of Estancia,
was in the city yesterday and stopped at the Claire.
J. AY. Reid a surveyor, and R. Baldwin, a civil engineer, both of Chicago,
are here on business.
W. L. Burton, a hardware salesman from Louisville, Ky., is registered at the Palace hotel.
W. E. Smith, a conductor on the
Denver & Rjo Grande Irailroad, is
registered at the Palace hotel.
35. Goortfellow
of Abiquiu, Rio Arriba county, a lumber- expert, is in
the city on special business.
W. H. Martin, an insurance man
from Denver, is here on business. He
is registered at the Claire hotel.
Fred Catchpole of Pagosa Springs,
Colo., is in the city visiting friends.
He is registered at the Modern hotel.
Hon. Solomon Luna of Los Lunas,
arrived yesterday in Albuquerque to
look after his extensive business interests there.
Joseph Routledge of Glorieta, Santa Fe county, is visiting friends in
the city. He is registered at the
hotel.
Dr. M. F. Desmarais, county superintendent of schools of San Miguel
county, is in Santa Fe today on po-

Phone Red 100

P. DELGADO Afe

the House.

is at. the Claire.

3--

EUGENIO ROMERO
LUMBER & COAL YARD

You Furnish the Girl! We Furnish

friends.
J. H. McHughes of the Cash Entry
mine near Cerrillos, is visiting friends
in the city.
F. D. Quigley representing a hotel
register concern, is registered at the
Palace hotel.
Major and Mrs. AV. ('. Porterfield of
Silver City, have returned from a
visit to Cuba.
C. A. Brandenburg, representing the
Spaldings Company of Philadelphia,

Manager for New Mexico.

N. M.

Phone Red 100
TOM AS

PAGC FVE.
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One Resolution to Make

La Moda Millinery

What other 1910Resolu
tion youmay make
Resolve

trade at

Phone Black 78

Catron Block.

now (that you will
KAUNE

&

OO.

the

coming year. It is a resolution in your own interest, for
it means the best possible
table supplies at lowest possible prices.

THE SANTA FE ABSTRACT,
REALTY & INSURANCE AGENCY
r

(INCORPORATED)

Catron Block, SantaFe, N. M.
Does a general ABSTRACT ; REAL ESTATE and INSURANCE business.

Think it over Isn't KAUNE
the logical store for you
to patronize through 1910.

& Qo,

Room

19

$20,000.00

to loan on Santa Fe Real Estate
at low rate of interest
:
:

H. S. KAUNE
. SATISFACTION
I

FIRST CLASS COKRICK'S HACK-

& COMPANY

E

PHONE 26

ii

K1

For Hire at
Popular Prices

ASSURED

I IMP

Theodore
tORKIO K

Prop

Buggies and Saddle Horses

i
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Pacific

Comoany.

Railway

PASSENGER SCHEDULE
In Effect July 14, 1908.

blood-purifyin-
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CIMARRON N. M.
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W. Ry.. train No. 124 arriving in Dawson N.

& S.

M., C:15 p. m.

f Connects with E. P. & S. W. Ry. train No. 123 leaving Dawson, N. M.,
8:55 a. m.
Stage for Van Houten, N. M., meets trains at Preston, N. M.
C. & S. Passenger trains arrive and depart from Des Moines as follows:
NORTH BOUND:
SOUTH BOUND:
No. 1, 6: 03 a. m.
No. 8, 9:27 a. m.
No. 7, 8:12 p. m.
No. 2, 7:05 p. m.
Track connection with A., T. & S. F. Ry. at Raton and Preston, with C.
S., at Des Moines, E. P. & S. W. at Colfax, N. M., and Cimarron &
Northwestern Ry. at Cimarron, N. M.
Cimarron, N. M., is depot for the following points in New Mexico: Ocate,
Kayado, Aurora and Red Lakes.
Ute Park, N. M., is depot for following points in New Mexico: Arroyo
Seco, Arroyo Hondo, Baldy, Black Lakes, Cerro, Elizabethtown,
Lobo,
Uuesta, Ranchos de Taos, Red River City, Taos and Twining.
P. J. DEDMM,5

JJ.
V.

Superintendent',
RATON,

M.

N

W. A. GORMAN,
van H0UTE1;
trcs. and Gen Mgr. Gen- Pass- Agent
-

RATON.

DENVER

I

N;

M-

-

RATON

-

N

JH.

ANDER.R.

G

One Fare For the Round Trip
ALL STATIONS IN NEW
MEXICO also ALAMOSA,
DURAr-GO-

,

COLO, to

S anta e, it
IN.
in

I

il

M
Fill

VI

I

IviU

ACCOUNT

a

Jrajn Scottish Rite Bodies of Free Masonery

SSI

January 2 1, 22, 23

&

24th

FINAL LIMIT JANUARY 29thFor further Information Call on or Write
McBRIDE, Agent, or W. D. SHEA, T. F. & P. A.
SANTA FE. N. M.
-

J,

H.

ASK FOR TICKETS

SHIP YOUR FREIGHT
From Santa Fe to El Paso, Bisbee,
Douglas, and all Points in New
Mexico, Arizona, Mexico and otthe
Pacific Coast, via NEW MEXICO
CENTRAL to Torrance, Thence
El Paso & Southwestern System

The Best Route

East or West

-

For Rates and full information address

EUGENE A. FOX,

G.F.&P.

El
III

-

Iidividual or Class Lessons
IN GRAMMAR;

RAYMOND

A.

Paso Texas.

SPANISH LESSONS
HAACKE

Care New Mexican
NOTARY PUBLTC

rlf
I
I

I). M. HOOVER & SON
Builders and Contractors
PLANS & ESTIMATES
Furnished on short notice
CEMENT WORK a SPECIALTY
3

,

Hdll

CP5
I

'

H0TELjRR1VALS
Palace.
J. B. Mayville, Everett, Wash.; J.
W. Reid, Chicago; R. Baldwin, Illinois; V. L. Burton, Louisville; John
G. Williams, Dallas; E. Goodfellow,
Abiquiu; Jonas Actor, Everett; E. M.
Shutt, St. Louis; H. W. King, Chicago; O. B. Clarke, St. Louis; W. E.
Smith, La Vet; P. W. Drake, Hodges;
C. J. Robertson, Raton; Dr. M. F.
Desmarais, Las Vegas; M. G. Stanley,
Couth Bend; F. D. Quigley, Chicago;
H. C. Wooster. Denver.
Claire.
W. H. Martin, A. F. Stimlack, Denver; A. Applebarn, Louisville; J. S.
Fitzsimmons, Milwaukee; J. H.
Los Cerrillos; E. Koentz, Chicago; Julius Meyer, Estancia; John D.
Davis, Mountainair.
The Modern.
A. F. Rand, Albuquerque:
Fred
Catchpole, Pagosa Springs, Colo.; W.
S. Garvin, Albuquerque;
E. Moyer,
Roman Ortiz, Roman Gallegos, Rivera;
J. W. Dodo and A. F. Steiniock, Denver.
Coronado.
F. B. Maynard, Durango;
Joseph
Routledge, Glorieta; R. L. Robertson.
s,

CONFERENCE OF LIFE
INSURANCE PRESIDENTS.

OFFERS RATE OF

ANTONITO and

Tr0DtIMn
Oil

Heaters

I'k

1 for Orchard

,"

J Insure you a

I

J

These Pots

fall fruit crop

Recommended and used bv the
lifst fruit growersi In Pesos
'Joloi ado
Valley and throiiKb-juFor Information at il Prices on
pots and orchaid supplies

It you want anything on earth try

a New Mexican Want

Ad.

l. pollard

Espanola,

N. M.

interpretations may vary. I think I
can assure you that the next convention of insurance commissioners will
take ur the matter of uniform rulings
and interpretation of existing laws.
Never before have the departments
worked so harmoniously together and
the outlook is bright for more complete and more effective
Absolute uniformity is probably not
attainable nor is it necessary, but
with intelligent and earnest
between the departments and the
companies such a degree of concurrence is possible that all irritating
features will be abolished."
L. G. Fouse of Philadelphia, Pa.,
spoke on "Problems arising from conflicting state laws and departmental
rulings relating to life insurance,"
while George H. Noyes of Milwaukee,
urged state insurance departments in
making rulings to consider the rulings made by departments of other
states, just as the courts of one state
regard the precedents set by the
courts of other states.

THE FORUM.
IN ME MORI AM.

Prescott, Ariz., Jan. 17, 1910.
They're dying, oh, they're dying, the

old heroic band.
The savior's of our country, the
guardian's of our land,
Who heard, and answered Lincoln's
(Continued From Page Three.)
call above the battle roar, '
"We're
coming Father Abraham five
sentatives and supervising officials
thousand more."
and consequent lack of
nature of legislatures; lack of interTo say that I am deeply grieved at
est and technical knowledge on the
the sudden and unexpected death of
part of the policyholders.
Too Ambitious.
my beloved friend Mr. Crichton, is
"In general, it would seem that the the very least I can say under this
first efforts of the insurance commis- mounful visitation of God. It is at
sioners were too ambitious; that if, times like this the we sadly feel how
instead of tryins to secure the adop- inadequate words are to express the
tion of a uniform code, they had con- feelings of the
heart.
tented themselves with taking up one In all the states of the republic (for
subject at a time, that one purpose which he fought and would have gladcould have been accomplished. Again, ly died) there was no better, braver,
laws require the test of time and use more devoted citizen, and his loss is
to prove their efficiency, and correct- a distinct loss to the entire country
ing the errors in a single law, or laws which he loved with fond, devoted
covering one subject, is a much less love. My heart goes out in the deepserious matter than revising an en- est sympathy to dear Mrs. Crichton
and her sadly bereaved family. May
tire code.
"If the causes for existing lack of the God of the widow and the orphan
uniformity have been properly and have them in his most holy care until
correctly set forth, then the follow- they are reunited with their beloved
Action one in the Kingdom of His glory in
ing remedies are apparent:
on one subject at a time; agreement Heaven. Regretting that I am unable
between supervising officials and com- to particpate in the last sad rites ol
pany representatives on proposed the Grand Army, I am your
laws and amendments to existing
Sorrowing friend,
A. L. MORRISON.
laws; a central bureau in touch with
the legislatures; education of policyholders and appeal for their support; OPERATING A SUIT
CLUB IS A LOTTERY.
proper insight into the needs of the
business.
"You already have, in your associa- Wholesale Arrests May Follow Decision of Justice of the Peace
tion of life insurance presidents, a
bureau well equipped to undertake
Hyde.
and carry out successfully this work
Spokane, Wash., Jan. 19. Justice
of education. The time is most op- S. C. Hyde, who represented eastern
portune. Many agencies are now at Washington in Congress in territorial
work to impress upon the minds of days, declared in fining Charles Clemthe people the necessity of uniformity, ent $100 and costs, that operating a
the most prominent of wnich is, un- suit club is a lottery. Fred C. Pugh
doubtedly, the National Civic Feder- prosecuting attorney of Spokane
ation, which is just now closing a con- county, afterward gave out a stateference on uniform legislation.
The ment that the promoters of similar
schemes will be arrested and prosebe
must
with
policyholder
impressed
y
cuted
under the
law, indithe idea that everything that affecta
the company adversely affects him in cating that wholesale arrests are to
follow. Clement came to Spokane
like manner. A mutual life insurance from
the east about two months ago
on
is
same
the
company
basis, and in a short time was
exactly
successful in
so far as mutuality of interest is conorganizing a half hundred suit clubs
is
as
a
Elimfraternal
cerned,
society.
fir working women, each member payination of unnecessary
expenses
$1 a week.
He passed several
means increased dividends and, con- ing
drawings and the members rebelled.
sequently, lowered net cost. Stock It developed that he got
away with
companies relieved from this burden between $2,500 and $3,000. Warrants
will be able to reduce their rates, so were issued, but he returned before
that in every "case the policyholder service was obtained and pleaded
will receive the benefit.
guilty. He also repaid $500 to the
"In considering laws that may be most persistent members and prom-ice- d
selfish
to refund the amounts paid in
uniformly adopted, personal,
desires and ambitions must be elimi- by other members of the clubs.
nated. Only such laws can be genThe New Mexicau Printing Comerally enacted and retained as tend
to the improvement of the business pany has on hand a large supply of
as a whole, and any law that will have pads and tablets suitable for .school
this effect must receive the support work, the desk, and also for lawyers
of companies, departments and policy- and merchants; good everywhere. We
holders. 'Where laws are the ' same, will sell them at 5 cents in book form
over-burdene- d

anti-lotter-

PRODUCTION
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Statistics Prepared by Member of Faculty of New Mexico
LSchool of Mines at Socorro.
The following resume of mineral
production in New Mexico in 1909 was
prepared for the Engineering and Mining Journal by Prof. R. V. Smith of
the New Mexico School of Mines at
Socorro:
The mines of New Mexico are
among the oldest in the United States.
The Santa Rita mines were worked
as earlv as 17G9 and furnished copper to the Mexican government for its
coinage for 50 years before the discovery of copper in Michigan. Placer
gold has been produced since 1538,
with more or less Interruption on acoutbreaks
count of Indian
and
drought. Turauoise mines were opened by the Indians and abandoned before the days of the Spaniards. The
Maxwell land grant, in Lincoln county, is now open to individual locators
by the purchase of mineral land scrip
which allows the holder to prospect
the whole srant and locate claims on
any untaken land. The scrip is sold
by trustees of the grant, at Raton.
The reclamation work of the government will also have an Immediate Influence upon the development of the
country.
From all indications the great need
for transportation facilities in the different parts of the territory is about
to be partly supplied. Five railway
enterprises are under way and one of
them, the railway into the copper districts in the Burro mountains, Is under construction. This line runs from
Leopold and Tyron in the Burro mountains to Whitewater station on the
Silver City branch of the Santa Fe.
It is being built by Phelps, Dodge &
Co., primarily to transport
the ore
from their mines in the Burros to the
smeltery in Arizona. Some construction was also done on the New Mexico Central, which is a consolidatim
of two previous projects and will
serve the copper, zinc and gold regions
between Santa Fe and Torrance, on
the El Paso & Southwestern: thus
reaching the vicinity of Los Cerrillos,
San Pedro, and by branch, the Hagan
coalfields and the Ortiz mountains.
In New Mexico, 1909 was a year of
important developments and of increased production in all lines of the
mineral industry. Of the 252 corporations organized and filed during the
fiscal year ended June 30, 1909, 55
were mining corporations with a
total authorized capitalization of
being G0.3 Tier cent of the
lotal authorized capitalization for the
year; 55,305 acres were taken for mining purposes and 93 lode claims were
approved. Of these claims 68 were in
Grant county, the most productive
and the most extensively developed
part of the territory; 15 were in Socorro county, nine of them being in
the zinc district; eight were in Santa
Fe and one in Otero county.
Production in 1909.
Production in 1909 did not increase
in proportion to the development.
There was a decided increase, however, in practically all lines. The accompanying tabulation of the production for 1909 is mineral production
of New Mexico for 1909:
Value.
Quantity.
Iron . ......
124,000 tons $ 436,000

in the southwestern part of the terri-- !
tory. Placer mining in Colfax county,
which was formerly the most active
section, and where hand methods,
and dredging have all
been tried, was largely suspended dur-- !
ing 1909. All summer, however, Cal-- J
ifornia operators were making a thor-ougsampling of the placer ground
near Elizabethtown and its vicinity as
far as Ute Park, 18 miles from Elizabethtown.
The Empire hand drill
was used with success and proved the
gravels to be of fairly regular grade
with few boulders, and suited to
modern dredging.
Placer mining in
other localities Increased, particularly
at Pinos Altos, nine miles from Silver
City, where
gravel carrying from $3 to $4 per yard was hand
washed whenever water was available. The placers at Delorse were
worked by hydraulic methods, and
small operations were carried on in
the central counties at Nogal and other points.
Lode mining in the north-centrgold-bearin- g

counties increased and development
was pushed at San Padro, Cerrillos,
Madrid and, In fact, all the gold

The Aztec mine with
mill at Elizabethtown added to
its $4,500,000 record. Some of the
mines shipped to the Pueblo, Colo.,
smeltery, including the Ajax and the
Pay Ore group, both new mines. Extensive cyanide tests are being conducted on the gold ores of this section,
but on installations were made in
1909. Considerable activity exists in
the vicinity of White Oaks. The mill
of the Old Abe ran steadily handling
the ore of leasers. A rich stHi.-- nf
tellurides in the White mountains
caused a rush of prospectors to the
section. At Parsons the 200-tocyanide mill was idle pending a reorganization of the company. Large bodies
of low grade ores which may be quarried cheaply exist here. The ore aver
ages nigher than $3 per ton, and development was under way.
The Black Range.
The camps in the Black range and
others in Sierra county were all active. Mining in the Black range was
camps.

--
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(Continued on Page Seven.)

FRATERNAL

SOCIETIES.

,

Gold

Silver .
Copper .
Zinz
Lead
Bismuth
Turquoise

...

..

19,400 oz.
648,000 oz.
9,400,0001b.
28,880,0001b.
4,800,000 1b.

401,000
332,000
1,222,000
1,530,000
206,400

MASONIC,
Montezuma

Lodge No

1, A. F. & A. M. Reg
llla.r
pnmmnnlpaHnna
a.. v, n,. vxa
w

w

first Mondiy of eacl
month a Masonic hall
at Y.du u. m.

-

F. P. CHRICHTON.
Worshipful Master.
ALAN R. McCORD, Secretary.
R. A. M.

fl

Regular
Fe Chapter No.

con-San-

ta

1,

vocation second Monday of
month at Masonic
Hall at 7:30 p. m.
s. G. CARTWRIGHT, H. P.
ARTHUR SELIGMAN, Secretary.

9sl s eacn

Santa Fe Commandery No.
1, K. T. Regular conclave
fourth Monday in each
month at Masonic Hall at
7:30 p. m.

J.
W. E. GRIFFIN,

A. MASSIE, E. C.

Recorder.

Santa Fe Lodge of Perfection No. 1
14th degree.
Ancient and Accepted
12,600
Scottish Rite of Free Masonry meets
Coal
3,010,000 tons 4,000,000
on the third Monday of each month
Data not available,
at 7:30 o'clock in the evening in
based upon information gathered from Masonic
Hall, south side of Plaza.
private correspondence and previous Visiting Scottish Rite Masons are correcords.
The total mineral producdially invited to attend.
tion of the territory, coal and building
JOHN W. MAYES, 32.
materials included, is estimated at
Venerable Master.
$8,250,000.
HENRY F. STEPHENS, 32.
Minoi Operations.
Secretary.
s
Placer mining in the northern counstate.
was
Several
in a dormant
ties
B. P. O. E.
new mining companies were organizSanta Fe Lodge No. 460. B. P. O. E.
ed, but no discoveries of new districts, holds its regular session on the sec
equal in importance to that of the pre- ond and fourth Wednesday of each
vious year near Sylvanite, were re- month. Visiting brothers are invited
DAVID KNAPP,
ported. Bismuth was added to the and welcome.
list of minerals produced, shipments J. D. SENA,
Exalted Ruler.
of several cars coming from the San
Secretary.
Andres mountains, nearly west from
Tularosa. Experimental shipments of
Knights of Pythias.
Santa Fe Lodge No. 2, Knights of
fluorite were made from the mines in
the vicinity of Deming. The highly Pythias. Regular meeting 1st and 3d
r
Tuesdays in month at 8 o'clock in I.
silicious
and
ores of Lordsburg and the country to O. O. F. hall, San Francisco St. Visit-- ,
the south went in slightly increased ing Knight's invited to attend.
AUGUST REINGARDT, C. C.
quantity to the Arizona smelteries JOHN K.
STAUFFER, K. R. S.
where it was used for converter linings.
Oil appeared as an article of commerce for the first time in the history WOODY'S HACK
of the territory. The Madison well, '
Prom
near Artesia, was brought in late in
BARRANCA TO TAOS
November and the oil used as fuel in
local plants. A shipment of a few Meets
Both North South
barrels from another well went to El
Bounds
Trains.
Paso during December. An important
Leaves Barranca on the arrival of
development In the oil business should
be recorded In 1910.
the north bound train and arrles at
Gold.
Taos at 7 p. m.
Ten miles shorter than any other
The gold produced in 1909 came
mainly from placers and the mixed way. Good covered hack and good
ores of copper, lead or silver and zinc, teams.
of the central and southern counties.
Tiling- dea to &alc Pm
By far the most productive areas
ja.grr CoKafbrtabl
were those reached from Silver City,
Natural
ment

ce-

.

gold-silve-

gold-copp-

LINE

There is Only One

"Bromo Quinine 99
That Is
Laxative Brome Quinine
USED

THE WORLD OVER TO CURE A COLO III ONE DAY,

i
jt iuun name, look
uwaya reiaemoer me
tot this signature on every box. 25o.
A

adurmbG,

WEDNESDAY, JANUARY

PUBELY IK
VEGETABLE

&

The safest medicines are those which leave the system In the best condition after their use. This is one of the principal virtues we claim for
S. S. S. Being made entirely of roots, herbs and barks, it is not in even
the smallest degree harmful to any system, but on the other hand its vegetable ingredients make it one of the finest of tonics to build up the health
in every way. A great many blood medicines contain strong mineral
ingredients which unfavorably affect the bowels, stomach or digestive syseffect they might have is therefore offset by
tem, and any
i.
vines from
Miles From
2
No
their injurious action on the general health. S. S. S. is the one safe and
STATIONS.
HAlLYt'. Dei Molnet
KHton
DAILY
sure blood purifier. It goes into the circulation and rids the blood of every
impurity or pollution. It strengthens the circulation and adds nourishing
00 a. n.
0
48
Lv. les Molnee.
6 SO p, m.
N:M.
to the blood and greatly assists in the cure of any blood disease.
Arr,
properties
"
4
10 u
46
Lv.
ni.
6 16 p. m
S. S. S. cures Rheumatism, Catarrh, Sores and Ulcers, Scrofula, Contagious
" Rumaldo,
10 86 a. m.
88
It
4 65 p. m
Dedmaa
"
"
Blood Poison and all like diseases, because it purifies the circulation
16
10 60 a.m.
82
4 86 p. ro'
" Oapulln
80
29
U 06 a. m
4 25 p. m"
S. S. S. may be taken by young or old with absolute safety, and with the
Vigil
'"
"
" Thompson
26
24
8 55 p. ra
H 20 a. m
assurance that it will cure all diseases and disorders due to an impure or
'
"
45 a. m.
"
81
18
8 80 p. m,
jl
"
" Cunningham
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2.5 per cent copper.
The completion of the Burro Mountain Railroad will make possible the
Npv- -, jvx;itivelynevr poison yonrtiiniri. If you
reopening of the smeltry of the
fVHn from a simplt: ooMouly- - jnushoukl
theatre Friday, January 28. This is a aiwMyih.u
i
vannah Copyer Company, which owns
irriut.-rsoothe.
.rwind.th..
limit t.:irtlr smph,s it null a ,.vi..iKivolv rlevelonert mines both in
three act rural play and is said to be ciiial tut poison.
It's strangf ho'v
thit'lfi
IHWO ......
full of humor. The cast has been care- finally comi; about. For twenty year In - ij, lilt. IUiIUJ ttlH ct l
FOR RENT OR SALE A zm& typ
not
mis
to
take
wamwl
couim
constantly
The seat sale for "The Lion and .be the possessor of a will of his own fully selected from the best histrionic
smeltry at Silver City. No smelteries writer. J. B. Sloan.
or similarpoisoiii. Anl now a litti.i in the territory wert- operating during
the Mouse" which will be presented and here again Mr. Klein has hewn material in Santa Fe and the enthu- Ciiioroiorm,
law tnoiigii congress sayi rut u on the iiiIk-iam in your Cough Mtxtuiv." (iimi! 19i'9. but thocs at Orogrande and at
at the Elks' theater Monday night will close o the line, for there are scores siasm shown by the residents of this if poisons
were overhauled. The Silver
gooit HHn'aiti'rfnrtliisvpryivasotiuMitlii'rs,
WANTED A good cook, must have
open at 9 o'clock tomorrow morning at of rich men's sons who do not share city over productions given by home anl'ryothers,
should insist on having lir. whoop's Doming
euro. No poison murks on lir. Hhoop's City plant is ready to start at a few references. Captain Brookes.
Fischer's drug store. It is thought the parental views in business mat- talent ought to prove an inspiration to Coiitrh
laU is anil none in the meiicini el; it must hy
notice.
that the sale will be a large one and ters.. Other types whom we find in the "actors" and "actresses" who will law lie on the label. And it's not only
safe, but it days'
is said to be by those that know it
r
a
some
are
an
poliseats
will
choice
the
before
truly
the
Zinc.
who
for
desire
unfurnished
unscrupulous
those
play
appear
footlights
RENT Two
FOR
markablorouKh remedy. Take no chance tiinn.
married
central location;
likely be on hand early to select tician, Senator Roberts, who is careful charitable cause. The first rehearsal particularly with your children. Insist on having
Mexico has since 19"2 enjoy- rooms;
New
Ir. lioop's Cough Cure. Compare carefully tha
to do the bidding of those who placed will be held tonight.
Box 205.
them.
Dr. Shoop package with others hikI note the ed considerable prominence as a zinc couple preferred.
difference. No poison marks there! You caa
Charles Klein's concise and highly him in his position.
The following is the cast:
producer, and in 1909 made a geratly
always be on the safe side by demanding
All the way through, the people Rube
convincing story of "The Lion and the
At Magdalena
Frank Keefe t
increased production.
WANTED Employment by young
Mouse," the American comedy drama, whom Mr. Klein found it necessary to Hir'm
Gus Koch
William F. Gordon, in a
mill,
20 years old, strong and willing
man,
from
a
manner
bit
different
not
are
introduce
forceful
Aunt Mandy
Mrs. E. C. "Abbott
pictures in a very
erected during the summer, demon to work. Had experience as grocery
or
at
with
least Mrs. Perkins
incidents in the financial and politi- those we have met
strated in a trial run the applicability, clerk. Address X, New Mexican.
cal situations of the times as Mr. gained a knowledge of by reading the
.Mrs. Samuel Cartwright
under skilled metallurigeal control, of
Klein claims to have found them and daily newspapers ana magazines auu j,pj.p '
Ramona Baca
the Sutton Steel and Steele pneu'
'
'
'
STRIPLING BURROWS CO.
which hundreds of thousands of play to this is ascribed in a large measure Hel(n
. .
. . . . .
Miss McFie
matic tables to the separation and ox- NOTICE OF SPECIAL MASTER'S
ex- me success oi uie
piay. us piou is S. Daisy
Anita Baca
goers will attest have not been
ides of lead and zinc from each other
SALE.
a simple, so very much so, that no
Clarence Pierce The discovery of what
to and from silicious gangue material.
aggerated in being condensed into
appears
Harry
6344.
No.
the mental concentration- is necessary to Blackburn and Si Perkins
be an ancient abandoned gold ledge a The Graphic, in which development
play. With an original theme for
New Mexico.
cf
Territory
first
the
follow
it.
basis of his play and being
Manuel Otero few miles from the Mogollon road was has been conducted with a large force
County of Santa Fe.
The company which Henry B. Harmade by Leonard Smith.
among the dramatists to undertake
for three years and where a large body In the District Court.
Mr.
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next
is
week
such
will
ris
idea,
send here
the development of
of zinc ore is blocked out, commenc Thomas K. D. Mad.lison, Plaintiff,
Silver.
The "Wagnerian" production which
Klein met with a success such as pricipal organiazlion engaged in pre- was to have been given this month in
mill
vs.
Silver forms about half the bullion ed the erection of a pneumatic
comes to the playwright seldom, if senting the play. With a few excep- the Basement Theatre of the resilines of the Gordon mill. The The Consolidated Milling & Smelting
the
along
Silvalue
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Rosedale.
and
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a
all
At
are
tions
characters
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period
lifetime.
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portrayed
ever, in
Graphic has been a large producer. At
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and dence of Dr. John P. Wagner under ver mining was prosecuted for the silwhen the press was teeming with ex- by those who created them,
Kelly, the lease of C. T. Brown and
of
his
the
Soson,
Harold,
ver
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content
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in
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where
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changes
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by
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of the present incumbents are said to
1909. The
the author quietly selected
cial Master, under and by virtue of
Rupert Wagner, has been indefinitely ing of the silver mines on Chloride ers until the latter part of
inon
the Kelly the
mill
moving spirits of the "system" and quite the equal, and in a few
be
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affair
The
promised
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postponed.
decree of foreclosure rendered in
and
IordsSilver
Flat,
City,
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a huge success and many prominent burg, was significant.
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effectively
story that simply
Refin- cial District of the Territory of New
The
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town
about
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Smelting.
Granite
assigned
youngsters
Hermosa
and
Cap,
Pyramid,
trates the monopolistic tendencies of
important roles. The parents of the j the camps in the central part of the ing and Mining Company, having pur Mexico, within and for the County of
a certain set of men.
There will be an entire change of youthful
were all more actively de- chased the mines of the Cleveland Santa Fe. entered on the "th day of
players also showed much inof John Burkett vaudeville tonight. The Elite Trio, terest in the promised event and a territory
The character
than
veloped
during 190S. The experi- group,, near Silver City, commenced January, A. D. 1909. in that cause
Ryder, known in the play as "Ready will present a one act comedy sketch, large audience would probably have mental mill at Lake Valley, on the developing the large bodies of blende wherein Thomas K. D. Maddison is
Money" Ryder, meets with the popular entitled, "The Fly in the Honey Pot." turned out. A stage was erected Dy Monarch mine, wherein it was intend-th- e by churn drills, and shipped several plaintiff and The Consolidated Mining
conception of what our "captains" of Miss Lartigue will appear in her clev& Smelting Company, et al., are deWagner brothers in the cellar of ed to separate silver and lead from cars for experimental purposes.
Cooks Peak, Hanover and Los fendants, will, on Saturday, the 12th
industry are like. Ryder has no time er song and dance sketch. The pic- their father's home and it was fitted zjnCi w;ls not entirely successful, prin-ufor anything but adding to his mil- tures are the same as last night, and
with the accessories for
Cjpaiiy on account of lack of water for Cerrillos were all on the shipping list day of March, 1910, at the hour of
lions, and never permits himself to al- are among the hest presented at the stage business. The curtains were
sizinsr of the ore.
The mill during 1909, the Ixs Cerrillos camps 2 o'clock p. m., at the front door of
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sending their ores to Colorado for the the court house, in the City of Santa
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idle at the close of the year.
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ply coming mainly from the increased per day for most of 1909, giving a total ing Claim, The Sukie, Jr. Mining
ores of the production of about 124.000 tons. The
production of lead-zinClaim, The Albany Mining Claim, and
southern counties. A significant de-- ' company worked a force of about 40 The
Santiago Mining Claim, together
&
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men
Paso
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at
the
Elder,
velopment was the opening of two
all improvements thereon; alsa
with
bodies, from 14 to 50 feet thick, and western railroad, 35 miles above
acres of land, more or less,
thirty-fivin
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for
ore
shipment
taking
carrying 12 to 1G per cent lead car- in
southeast
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quarter of Section IS,
bonate, and zinc in considerable pro-- j 1910. The deposits of the Oscura Township 14 North, Range 8 East.
1910
in
be
by
opened
portion, on the properties of the Bos-- j mountains may
Also two dwelling houses, one ofton Cerrillos Mining Company at Los Duluth capitalists whose intentions fice and
assay building, safe, desks,
to
the
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are
to build from White
Cerrillos. Some of the most promichairs, stoves, scales and assayer's
an
erect
Oscuras
and
:
nent districts workins were
Cook's
implements; one bin house with
Peak, where the American Smelting plant at or near the White Oaks coal crusher,
one elevator, one moand Refining Company operated its fields.
one roller,
tor, 15 horse-poweTurquoise.
mines under leases (the old dumps
one screen, 3 feet
one crushes,
to produce 40 per
were hand-jiggeTurquoise occurs in America in sev- by 10; two sampling machines; one
Sandias eral places outside of New Mexico, but chain elevator; one engine, 30 horsecent concentrates);
the
mountains; the San Andres; Tres practically the entire market for the power-, two boilers, 60 horse-poweHermanas; Lake Valley, and the Or- gem in the United States is supplied one feed pump; one heater with engan mountains, where development by the mines of this territory. While gine, 75 horse-poweone blower; one
was pushed on several properties. The the actual value of the gems produced dynamo; one force pump;
shovels,
old Stephenson Bennet. mine was in by the four working localities cannot picks, steel bars, tools, electric supthe hands of a receiver and was not be stated, it is known to have greatly plies; one 100-tolead furnace; one
! exceeded
that for 1908. The Ameri- - n
operated.
copper-furnacslag pots, setJ can
Turquoise Company, controlled by tling pots, bullion moulds, wheelbar
Copper.
The status of copper mining was Tiffany & Co., New York jewelers, has rows; steam, water and air pipe; slag
most gratifying.
many years operated the mines elevator building; one motor, 15
Prospecting, devel-lfo- r
opment, or systematic mining of ores near Cerrillos in Santa Fe county, and j Lorse-poweblacksmith's shop and
was conducted in 10 different coun- continued to work them during 1909. matte house, blacksmith tools, anvil,
The mines in the Burro mountains
ties during the year. The number of
bellows, crusher; motor, 15 horseindividual shippers a little more than in Grant county, about 15 miles from power; reverbatory furnace building;
doubled over those of 1908. The Grant Silver City, are said to be the largreverbatory furnace, 72 by 20; lime
iron
county districts produced the greater est and most valuable in the world. kiln; dust flume with
of territorial output, and here Here, during 1909, a new deposit, stock; one railroad scales, one wagon
part
SCENE, ACT II, FROM "THE LION AND THE MOUSE."
the Santa Rita mines and the Burro about 1,000 feet east of the former pit, scale, and three platform scales; one
mountain company were the principal was opened and worked by four levels, stone water tank and cooler; two
producers, over half the total for the with the result that the quantity of iron water tanks; water pipe connectMINE PRODUCTION IN
Pachuca tanks for agitation with com- - shipped, and the Hardscrabble Mining territory coming from the Santa Rita. gems produced was more than trebled
ing with town water works; also pipe
owning the Gold Hill claim,
NEW MEXICO IN 1909.
The official transfer of the iSanta and that of matrix doubled over that line connecting with spring on Wil-liso-n
pressed air. The mill was completed Company,
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properties.
among
"
Rita copper properties to the Chino of 1908. A compressor plant was inmile in
in the latter part of 1909 and run with Gold hill
property about one-hal- f
the proving of 6 feet of ship(Continued From Page Six.)
New York, financ-- stalled and about 100 tons of rock han- length; one frame barn; also various
of
Copper
Company
steam power pending the completion ping ore of increased value and of the
rock
ed by Hayden, Stone & Co., occurred dled per day. The
mining machinery and improvements
conducted at seven camps. The prin- - of the hydroelectric plant. The mill continuation of the ores at a depth of during 1909. Developments
are re- undergoes a preliminary hand sorting located on above named mining claims
300
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an
developacross
the
feet
range,
important
cipal mines added to their equipment, ' at the Cooney mine,
gems and the property of said The Consol
ported to show 6,000,000 tons of actual at the mines and the high-gradincreased shipments and continued to was run for a short time. In Decem-operat- e ment. Hachita, 12 miles away, at the- and probable ore of 2.49 per cent aver- are shipped to New York.
idated Mining & Smelting Company.
of the El Paso & Souththeir mills. Silver and lead ber the property was sold to a com- junction point
Coal.
there are also
content;
age
copper
A riVAnO JPr MaW AT D Y.
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It being intended to sell all of the
as well as gold were produced. The pany o fNova Scotia capitalists, and n,nnfnn
The year 1909 showed a healthy
150,000 tons on the dumps. Eight
belonging to the defendant,
both
property
Douglas churn
erection of one mill was commenced, extensive rearrangements and devel- ico railways, reaching
drills are now further prospect condition of the
industry The Consolidated Mining & Smelting
the
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mill
and
point.
The
Morenci,
undertaken.
shipping
is
Cooney
rapidly opments
Development in this region
ing the orebodies. The ores can in in the territory, notwithstanding the Company, of whatever kind or characbringing it to the front as a producer was the first to run in the district, Wagon haul is $2.50 on ore, and large part be mined by steam shovels rather stagnant situation in the
ter, save and except such property as
of high-grad- e
ores, some shipments was destroyed and in 1909 rebuilt. freight to Douglas $1 per ton (for ores from the crescent-shape- d
basin and melting
of the southwest, was
centers
of
the
view
by the decree of foreclosure renshowing as high as 20 oz. gold per ton. During the last few months telephone of less than ?50 value). In
saving methods applied cheaply in the the copper smelteries furnishing one dered in the above cause found by the
of
close
bethe
e
the
at
conditions
was
year
established
communication
cases
The
ores are in many
extraction of the balance. The ores of the principal sources of demand for Court and decreed to belong to the
being stocked, the object being to fur tween the Mogollons and Silver City, the camp may be relied upon to fulfill carry native copper in the upper parts i the products of the coal mines.
Bank of Commerce of Albuquerque,
the expectations its discovery arous- of the mines and occur as disseminatther develop the orebodies and apply and a company organized with
The gross production was 3,010,000 New Mexico, and reference to said deed.
to
on.
treatment
later
give
transportation
capital
cyanide
ed sulphides in the prophyry beneath. tons, an increase of 285,000 tons over cree is
made for a description
In Socorro county four cyanide mills facilities to the section by the build
Other Camps.
For over 100 years the orebody has 1908, or 10.4 per cent. Of the gross of said hereby
belonging to said
property
motor
on
cars
which
were operated, one being the
a
railroad
of
ing
The camps near Lordsburg, which been worked, usually under the leas- product 35,000 tons was used in oper Lank.
in mill at Rosedale, where
are to be operated.
is the junction point of the Southern ing system whereby the native copper ating the mines; the small quantity
will be sold at the
Said
in cyanide solution followed by treatIn Grant county gold was obtained Pacific and the Arizona & New Mexi- has been extracted, and occasionally used for operating is explained by the time andpropertyaforesaid, for the purplace
ment in a Burt filter is practiced. The from the Pinos Altos and other plac- co railways, shipped about 40 cars per the oxides hand sorted for sale. The fact that in the
largest producing
other three mills are in the Mogollon ers in the vicinity of Silver City and month throughout the year. The ores mill originally built by leasers, but camp, Dawson, the waste gases from pose of satisfying the said plaintiff
and the owners or holders of the
mountains, 90 miles north by stage Hachita, from the mixed
in most cases on account of their de- now used experimentally by the com- the coke ovens are conducted at high bonds
and coupons of said defendant,
from Silver City. The mineralized ores of Lordsburg, Steins Peak, Cen- sirable character for use as converter pany, treated about 135 tons a day.
to the boiler plant and The Consolidated Mining & Smelting
temperature
zones lie on both sides of the range, tral, etc., and from the
linings! The two principal districts
Another important transfer com- furnish the fuel for necessary power
to
the mines of the Ernestine Mining ores of Sylvanite, Steeplerock and oth- were Pyramid and Virginia.
The pleted near the close of the year was at the mines, as also for heating many Company, outstanding, amounting
sum of two hundred and sixty-sithe
the
Socorro
and
e
Mining
chief
Company
er districts. At 'Sylvanite the pros- Eighty-Fivwas perhaps the
that of the Burro Mountain Company of the large buildings. At some of the thousand dollars ($266,000), and
Company lying on the west side. The pector's flurry Is over and shipments mine and worked about 50 men. The to Phelps, Dodge & Co., for $2,300,-00- smaller mines slack is used for boiler
which said sum, together with interores of the district run from about $10 were made to Douglas and El Paso Viola and the Nellie Bly mines, more
The mill on this property has fuel and no account of it is kept. The est thereon at the rate of six per cent
ton
in depth from several of the developing prop- or less inactive since the slump in sil- run
at the Burface to $22 per
steadily for years, having pro- net production, deducting fuel used per annum from the date of said de).
(about equal value in gold and
erties. The ores ranged from $20 to ver, were reopened. A Partridge hot- - duced about 15,000,000 pounds. Over for operating the mines, was 2,975,000 cree
until paid, was decreed to be a
n
Mining reached a depth of 1600 $50 per ton, and this in one case after blast smeltery of
capacity is 15 miles of openings have been made tons. Of this total net product 2,175,-00- 0 first lien upon the property hereinfeet. Pan 'amalgamation was attempt- the choice ore had been picked and being installed upon the property of into the two mines of the Burro Mountons was shipped to market and before described,
with the
ed in early days on these ores, but sent to Colorado. The Eureka-Sylvan-it- e
0
the Bonnie company to treat the
tain Company. The Chemung Copper was sold at an average of $1.35 per costs herein to betogether
and
other
taxed,
slimto
and
concentrating
gave way
the
tons of ore now on the stock piles, Company, operating at Tyron, claims ton at the mine, or a total of
Mining Company owning
allowances, expenses and disburseing of the tailing in cyanide solution. Ridgewood claim, which was one of and the ores developed in its mines to have 8,000,000 tons of actual and
the price ranging slightly ments as may hereafter be fixed by
The Last Chance mine of the Ernest- the claims from which gold ore was which carry gold, silver and copper. probable ore, with an average of more less than in the
preceding year, which the Court; and the uudersigned Speine Mining Company, and the Top
was $1.40 per ton; although prices cial Master, for the purpose of satismine were recently consolidated.
strengthened in fall and winter fying said decree, and by virtue of the
A New Mill.
CONTAINS NO months.
EUthorlty vested in him, will, at the
"
A new and thoroughly modern cyaAbout 800,000"tons of unwashed time and place in this Notice speci150-towas
nide mill of
capacity
slack and coal was sent to the wash-erie- s fied, offer , for sale and sell at public
1 II If II
built by the Socorro Mines Company.
.11 A
and thence to the coke ovens, auction to the highest bidder for cash,
DRUGS
Crushing with stamps and tube mills
where
430,000 tons of coke was made In accordance with the terms of said
in cyanide solution with pressure filI I Cures
from
it, which sold for $3 per ton at decree, the said real and personal
Tlw 0nuiM to ! 9m
Coughs, Colds, Croup,
Grippe, Asthma,
tration in Burt filters and zinc shavovens or a total value of $1,290,-00- property.
the
and Lung Trouble . Prevents Pneumonia And Consumption
Dorr
ings precipitation Is practiced.
The total value of coal and coke
F. J. OTERO.
'
classifiers are
used, also Brown- - Jkold
was
by
"S.
.
$4,226,250.
Special Master.
druggists.
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horses we could start back for Santa
Fe, arriving here by supper."
It had been suggested that an excursion might be run over the Denver
& IUo Grande railroad, but the dance
enthusisasts were informed that the
sum of $300 would be needed to carry
it out and it is not thought likely that
a sufficient number of people would go
to make the railroad trip a reasonable
priced luxury.

temperature at 6 o'clock this morning
was 24 degrees.
Train Arrivals The following San-- :
ta Fe trains are reported as follows:
First of No. 1, at 6:30; second of No.
!l at 8:10; No. 7 on time; No. 9 one
hour late; No. 2 about 10:30; No. 4,
two hours late; and No. 8 two hours
late. The trains of the Denver &
Rio Grande are indefinitely late and
the Mexican Central are on time.

soon as they had become citizens of
the United States to recover from the
Mexican government church property
confiscated some time ago with the
intention of holding it under personal
rights.
Although Mexico is considered by
most a strictly Catholic country, the
church there is practically in the same
position as that of France since the
separation of state and church. No
Chicken
Bone
A
Kills Woman
members
small chicken bone lodged in the enter the of any religious order may
throat of Mrs. G. N. Norton, resulted ments and country in their habili-- ;
during their residence they
in her death at Farmington San Juan
have practically no legal status. In a
county. Her husband is one of the
interview Mr. Sullivan pointed
wealthiest men of that sectkn and is llong
out specifically that the purpose of ob
president of the Fruit Growers' Assonaturalization for the sisters
ciation and a director in the San Juan taining
was to get for them the
protection of
County National bank.
the United States.
Federal Building Repairs Work- government would be Whether this
asked to aid
men are still bufy repjnirSng
the them in
retaking property of the Cathfederal building and the huge scaf olic church
condemned by
folding and the odor of paint fresh can
he did not say direct
government
from the brush tell the story that
the renovation work is far from fin- ly, but the whole tenor of his stateished. Much of the furniture in the ment implied this.
offices is out ' in the halls to allow
The New Mexican can ao printing
the workmen to labor with greater
to that done in any of the large
equal
ease. When finished this building
Our solicitor, every piece of
will yresent
an interior strictly cities.
work we turn out Try our stock once
"spick and span."
and you will certainly come again. 7.'e
Sending Out Editions Many peohave all the facilities for turning out
ple are still sending out copies of
the special New Year's edition
of every class of work, including one of
the Santa Fe New Mexican. The Sis- the best binderies in the west.
ters of Charity have sent out over
If you want anything on earth try
500 copies to physicians in their various hospitals throughout the land a New Mexican Want Ad.
and it is thought that many people
in delicate health will be advised to
come out here rather than seek cures
by medicine where the climate is torture.
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Trains Late Again The Santa Fe
Ethnologists, Archaeologists and trains
from the south, west and east
Others

Planning Tallyho
Party to Attend.

due this noon were almost three hours
late aeain in getting into Santa Fe.
OUR BAKERY DEPARTMENT IS FIRST
Lodged in Insane Asylum Sheriff
CLASS.
ALL KIND OP BREAD, PIES.
One of the most brilliant dances or Julius Meyers of Torrance county yesCAKE, COOKIES, WAFERS etc. ON HAND
series of Indian dances of the "sea- terday took L. X. Davis of Mountain-ai- r
to the territorial asylum for the
AT ALL TIME-;- . AND WE WILL FILL
son" will begin at sunrise Sunday
at Las Vegas.
insane
YOU ORDER FOR ANYTHING S FECIAL
morning at San Hdefonso, an Indian
Miss Hazeldine Weds Miss Mary
about
miles
from
pueblo
twenty
here,
and will last throughout the day. The Hazeldine of Albuquerque, and James
dances will be performed by three or W. Pettijohn of Long Beach, Calif.,
more score of Indians from the pueblo were married yesterday in the Duke
PtaE
and will consist of the buffalo, the City by Rev. William E. Warden.
New Probate
Clerk for Chaves
deer, the turkey and the antelope
dances. At no time in the year will a County The board of county commore1 brilliant function of its kind be missioners of Chaves county has apheld, it is said by those who are in- pointed Richard F. Ballard to be proterested and versed in the Indians' bate clerk vice Fred P. Gayle, deceased.
dances.
Lion and the Mouse This interestThe most interesting part of the af
fair is in the beginning, and those ing story in book form is being sold
who would witness it must arise be- - by A. J. Fischer, at his drug store.
fore dawn as the dance begins with Much interest is being manifested in
the book as the play will be produced
great eclat just as the sun's rays il-- here
Monday night.
lumine the faces of the red skins.
Stock A. J. Fischer has purFe,
Buys
j
Pale Faces to Attend.
chased the stock held by J. G. SchuA number of ethnologists, arch- The Talk of All America
women remann in the corporation known as of Albuquerque society
aeologists and other residents of the Che Fischer
B. Harris Will Present
Henrs
woman
been
a
taken
port
by
having
will
SV"?5ED
and
Drug Company,
city interested in Indian affairs are continue the drug business under the who displayed an emblem cf the THE EVERLASTING SUCCESS
desirous of attending the Sunday same name.
Eastern Star and who collected the
dance at San Hdefonso and efforts
Oldest and Most Popular Institution in the Southwest
surplus hair of her customers with
Men
AdSeventy-eigh- t
Inspected
are now being made to get up a big
the
promise that she would make it
General R. A. Ford last eventallyho party and ride out to the pueb- - jutant
into switches, puffs, etc., gathered suft
men
seventy-eighwho
lo in proper style. It is thought that ing inspected
ficient to stuff several mattresses.
the Indians will feel nattered at the are to be mustered in at a future date Since then the customers have heard
as members of the new National
interest manifested by the pale faces
nothing either of their visitor or of
And the
Academic and Preparatory Courses
in their terpsichorean antics and will Guard company at Albuquerque.
their hair.
on
Held
Horrible
Frank
Charge
warm
a
as
extend
welcome as the
form Separate Departments
a negro, has been arrested
weather or supply of wood-fire- s
per- Brooks,
BOARDING and DAY STUDENTS
at Albuquerque, on the charge of a WANT THE PROTECTION
Send for Prospectus
mit.
OF UNITED STATES.
fiendish attempt to assault criminally,
Studies resumed September 1st.
Will Leave at Midnight.
eleven year old Grace Boquet, daughSaid one ethnologist today: "This ter of Mr. and Mrs. Frank Bouquet.
BROTHER HERMES. President
By CHAS. KLEIN
Members of Religious Orders of Cathis unquestionably a rare opportunity
of "The Third Degree"
Author
olic and Other Churches at
Farmer Murdered Near Tucumcari
to see a splendid series of Indian
WITH
The body of Herman Miller, a farmDisadvantage.
dances and we feel confident that we er
aged 41 years, was found near
A Carefully Selected Company
can get a good jolly party. One plan Prairie
San Antonio.'Tex., Jan. 19. AccordView, thirty miles southeast
suggested is to leave here in a tallyho of Tucumcari. He had a bullet ing to a statement of John C. SulliAND
Saturday midnight and drive out by through his heart. A cat starved to van, attorney for four sisters of the A COMPLETE
PRODUCTION
moon or star light in about six hours. death was found in the cellar and a Incarnate Word Academy of this
city,
TAKE A JOY RIDE ON
3 Years in New York 3 Years
As the sun does not rise before six we half starved horse in the barn.
who have filed petitions in the federal
8 Months in Chicago 8 Months
to
be
alin
there
ought
The Health Merry-Go-Rou- nd
plenty of time,
Pleasant The weather court for naturalization, the object of 6 Months in Bis,
Yesterday
ton 6 Months
lowing half an hour for our breakfast yesterday was pleasant for January the step is to permit them to enter
AT CORDOVA'S ONGALISTKO STREET which we shall
&
carry with us. The the maximum temperature having Mexico in their religious habits, acPRICES'
Prof. FLAVIO SILVA Proprietor
dance will then hold our attention been 36
4 p. m., and the quire land there and found and conat
degrees
Mo
14b
50c. 75c $1.00 & $1.50
Red
Telephone
5c A Ride 5c.
and possibly that of our kodaks if we minimum 14 at 7:50 a. m. The rela- duct schools for the
of
propasanda
MRS. OTTO RCTSCH.
HOURS Weekday 7 to 9 p. m.
SEATS ON SALE
can get them near the dancing line tive humidity was 74 per cent at 6 Catholicism.
Mr. Sullivan also said
Sunday 1 to 9 p. in,
until noon. Then after feeding the a. m., land only 44 at 6 p. m. The that the sisters would endeavor as THUR. JAN. 20 at FISHER DRUG STORE
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NECESSARY JANUARY CLEARANCE SALE

You can easily understand that in a
business like our's it's quite impossible to tell beforehand exactly how
many suits and overcoats we shall

A

NECESSARY JANUARY

CLEARANCE SALE

sell; if we could do it, we would buy
more than enough; a clothing store
without any clothes in it, sold out
clean, would be a funny store.
We always have a surplus; must
have; and we always, about this time
of the winter, try to dispose of this
unsold surplus bu quoting special low
prices on it. It's bad policy in such
a business as this to carry Witnter
goods over till next fall; we don't do
it.

Hart Schaffner
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& Marx

Clothes

We're going to sell what we have
left of Hart, Schaffner & Marx clothes
and the other good winter things to
wear, at prices that are very seriously less than their real value. Some
of these clothes are what we call
"broken lots;" that is, we had all sizes
of each pattern at the: beginning, suits
and overcoats; we've sold in the regular way all but a few sizes, here and
there ; "broken lots."
Among them are all sizes, but probably not all sizes in any one pattern
or style. But that's your advantage;
you'll find some remarkable values
now in Hart, Schaffner & Marx suits
and overcoats; marked down to a real
inducement-to-bu-

y

figur,e.

;

.

For example: Here 'are winter overcoats that have been $27.50, $25.00,
$22.50, now to be sold at $17.50.
Here are winter suits, good as ever;
better than ordinary clothes, that
we've sold at $30.00, $27.50, $25.00,
now at$25.00, $21.50 and $20.00, mostly

Worsted, Scotch, Cheviots and other
high grade woolens.
You not only can well afford to buy
any cf these; you can't afford not to;
they're real bargains, not merely in
name but in fact.
WTe also
put down under this sale
other lines from $S.00 to $15.00 per
more
suit, which are worth one-thir-

Pitt ..wik

d

than that.
This store is the home of Hart,
Schaffner & Mrax clothes.
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Copyright 1909 by Hart Schaffner & Marx
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